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Summary 
The reconstruction of human facial models is a problem that has received much research in- 
terest over the past decade. This thesis addresses the problem reconstructing realistic facial 
models using an image sequence gained from a single camera setup. A model based method 
reconstructs the face shape of an individual from a captured image sequence. 
Reconstructing facial models usually requires a dense 3D data set to be produced from 
the image sequence. The main contribution of this research work is demonstrating that only 
sparse 3D data is required to reproduce recognisable models. 
This thesis examines how a parameterised model can be fitted to a sparse unstructured 
3D data set. A model constructed from two layers is employed in the fitting process. The 
underlying layer is a polygonal surface which acts as a Control Layer whose vertices are the 
parameters involved in the fitting process. Defined by the Control Layer is a dense polygonal 
surface called the High Resolution Layer which will be fitted to the 3D data set. A non-linear 
least-squares minimisation technique finds the best fit for the model, given the data, by altering 
the parameters. Using a priori knowledge of the data, reconstruction from sparse data sets is 
possible as unknown data regions are recovered through careful selection of the model. 
Model-based facial reconstruction from sparse data is evaluated and results are presented 
for the reconstruction of shape and appearance of individuals' faces. The model contains a 
consistent sturctural representation allowing editing and transmission of the models produced. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
The human face has intrigued painters, poets, playwrights and scientists for generations. From 
Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa to modem day film stars, the face and its construction never 
fail to attract attention. Yet despite all this interest capturing a person's likeness still frustrates 
and inspires many an artist. This challenge has now been extended to the virtual world. 
How much of an advance has been made in producing recognisable likenesses of people 
for a computer generated environment? The critical word here is 'recognisable'. As computer 
generated models move closer to representing a specific person -so our acceptance of 
that repre- 
sentation becomes more acute. Relating a cartoon caricature to a certain person is far easier for 
us to accept than a representation that seeks, but fails, to reproduce that person's features accu- 
rately. Caricatures are acceptable for well known people but in a situation where an individual 
is not previously known to others a representation closely resembling that person is preferable. 
Computer generated, three-dimensional (31)), models of people are widely used in com- 
puter games, animated films, medical analysis, the fashion industry and virtual environments. 
A 3D representation has the advantage of being manipulated into a variety of poses, placed 
in any scene and attired in any manner. There are a variety of ways to create models and 
the methods used produce models with different qualities to meet the requirement of specific 
applications. For example a model to be used across a network will have restrictions on the 
geometric accuracy of the person represented due to the amount of information which can be 
transfered. A model produced for use within the medical field, however, will need to have a 
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very precise geometric relationship to the person in question. 
1.1 Motivation and Aim 
Approaches to facial model building vary from labour intensive models built for computer 
generated films such as Final Fantasy and Monsters Inc; to simple models where a texture is 
mapped onto some simple shape e. g. a sphere. Different techniques are brought into play to 
produce these models. To achieve high geometric accuracy a laser scannercan be used [1]. In 
the medical arena Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanners are used [6]. I'liese are active 
sensing methods and tend to be expensive and intrusive. Passive sensing allows for a far less 
intrusive form of capture. 
Choosing a passive sensor approach leads into the world of computer vision. The con- 
struction of a facial model is a problem that has received much attention in the vision com- 
munity in recent years. This is partly due to the hardware involved becoming more readily 
available i. e. digital cameras and a personal computer. Vision based approaches, although 
containing many difficult problems, can quickly produce, realistic and flexible models. These 
techniques vary from a multi-camera, calibrated arrangement [50] to an uncalibrated, single 
camera setup [39]. A problem that both of these methods come up against is the lack of texture 
information available on a person's face. A projected pattern or markers placed on the face 
would allow better correspondences between images but this would be a return to the active 
sensor approach. 
Growth of the Internet and communication between people across it has produced a need 
for ways of personalising one's virtual appearance. Many computer games employ characters 
which the user controls and connects with. 'I'llese simple characters can be given the appearance 
of the user and his or her friends. With this need for virtual representations of an individual 
comes the problem of how to create such an animatable and realistic model in a way that does 
not require sophisticated laser scanners or complex camera arrangements. 
The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate that it is possible to construct a virtual representa- 
tion of a person's face using a single camera arrangement; without the need for calibrating the 
camera with a calibration chart or applying some markers or pattern to the subject's face. This 
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virtual representation produced will be animatable allowing it to simulate facial expressions. 
The construction of facial models from a sequence of images, taken with a single camera 
throws up several obstacles. The first is the difficulty of finding good correspondences between 
images. The image sequences involved are of a person's face. Unlike scenes of man made ob- 
jects, such as buildings, where feature points can be detected using a corner detector, images of 
scenes composed of natural objects, contain uniform regions in which there is little variation in 
appearance. This creates difficulties in finding accurate correspondences, between the images, 
in these regions. It is therefore inevitable that some sparseness of information will occur. The 
next obstacle is in converting these sparse two-dimensional (213) image correspondences into 
3D data, which it follows, will also be sparse. This will involve calculating the parameters of 
the camera involved in the capture of the image sequence. Once this sparse, and also noisy, 
3D data has been created the final step is to turn this into a structured, virtual model capable of 
being animated. 
To re-cap the main obstacles to be overcome are : 
* Recovering camera parameters. 
* Sparsity of matches across the image sequence. 
* Recovering camera motion and 3D data from these sparse and noisy correspondences. 
o Producing a coherent model from the recovered noisy 3D data. 
1.2 Methodology 
This thesis addresses the construction of a model representing the shape and appearance of a 
human head obtained from a single view, video sequence. A model-based approach to con- 
struction is involved based on the work of Fua [39]. 
Initial estimates of the camera's parameters are recovered by comparing at least six points 
in a single frame of the image sequence with the corresponding points on a 3D model. A least 
squares minimisation is then used to estimate the camera parameters, which give the closest 
projection of the 3D points to the chosen image points. This requires some prior knowledge 
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of the scene structure which is provided by a generic model of the human face. By altering 
this generic model using these few selected points it is possible to get a closer match between 
the projected model points and the chosen image points. This alteration is made possible by 
having a two layered generic model which will be explained further in section 4.1.711e basic 
concept is to have a simple polygonal model underlying the denser generic polygonal model. 
This allows changes to the simple model to alter the denser model while still maintaining its 
coherence. 
Having obtained an estimate of the camera parameters the vertices of the model can be 
projected into the initial image thereby removing the need to detect feature points. As the 
human face has large areas containing little texture variation a comer detector would be limited 
in the number of features it could locate. This is one area where the problem of constructing 
from scenes with little variation in appearance is, to some extent, overcome. 
Even with the model points projected into the initial image of the sequence, accurate 
tracking of these points across the sequence is limited by the lack of texture variation leading 
to only sparse matches being available in certain regions. Possessing sparse matches across the 
image sequence limits the amount of information available to construct from. Construction of 
the surface shape is a problem due to areas containing no information about the surface in that 
region. The model's role here is to interpolate between these areas of sparse information. 
A prior model is used as it provides an initial estimate from which to build on. This 
basis is required in the bundle adjustment stage. Bundle adjustment is the problem of refining 
a visual reconstruction to produce 3D structure and camera parameter estimates [1011. The 
bundles are the light rays travelling from each 3D point to each camera centre. These rays 
are altered with respect to each 3D point and the cameras parameters, that is they are altered 
together in one bundle. 
The 2D image correspondences are converted into 3D data using, as initialisation, the 
model and the initial estimate of the camera parameters, which were calculated using the model. 
Initialisation is required due to the bundle adjustment being an iterative process and so requiring 
some estimates to begin the process. The minimisation criteria is to reduce the error between 
the projected 3D point and the tracked image points. Once the error has been minimised the 
model's vertices will have been altered to the face shape of the individual, under the given 
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parameters. The resulting 3D points will be noisy due to errors in the tracked points, sparseness 
of tracked points, initial estimates for the cameras not being close enough to their actual values. 
From this noisy 3D data, containing sparse regions a refined model capable of being 
animated will be produced. This is done by first having a rough alignment of the generic model 
with the 3D data consisting of a global transformation of the model. Following this a least 
squares adjustment of the model to the data is carried out. The two layered model is again 
used as the error minimisation is carried out between the data and the surface of the dense 
model layer while the parameters involved in the minimisation are the vertices of the simpler 
polygonal model underlying the dense model layer. Once the error has been minimised a 
model, representing the individual within the image sequence will have been produced. The 
resulting model is exported to the Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) format for 
viewing. 
The principal contribution of this thesis is to demonstrate that when there is very little 
texture information available, across an image sequence, it is still possible to construct a three 
dimensional representation of an object contained within those images. The tracked points are 
gained through the use of a readily available tracking program. Tile model used has denser 
regions of vertices around the main facial features e. g. eyes. This means that there are more 
points being tracked in areas of higher texture variation which allows the tracker to gain good 
correspondences for these regions. The use of a layered model enables the animatable model 
to be fitted to the 3D data cloud with the error minimisation taking place between the 3D data 
and the denser mesh while being controlled by the simple polygonal model therefore being 
dependent on fewer parameters and preventing the surface undergoing sharp variations. 
A broad outline of the process is shown in figure I. I. This flow diagram shows each 
stage in constructing an animatable model from a sequence of images taken with an unknown 
camera. Only three frames of the image sequence are shown in the figure. The actual sequence 
is composed of around forty frames containing the subject rotating their head from one profile 
view to the other. The main stages shown are 1) Calculation of initial camera's parameters 
through some user specified feature points in the central image. 2) Tracking of points across the 
image sequence. 3) Bundle adjustment to recover 3D data of the object and camera parameters 
across the sequence. 4) Using the noisy, 3D data to create an animation model of the object. 
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---------------- 
INPUT 
--------------- 
OUTPUT 
Figure 1.1: Flow I)iagram ofthe Model Fitting Process 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2 reviews the literature in the areas of' model building from images. concentrating on 
structure from motion and model based approaches. This leads in to chapter 3 which deals with 
the problem of recovering 3D data from a single uncalibrated camera, image sequence. The 
incorporation of a model containing two layers, one a densely structured mesh and the second. 
underlying layer, a simple, controlling mesh, is discussed in chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents the 
results and assessment of the complete process. This is followed by the conclusions that can 
be drawn from this thesis and suggestions for further work. 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
This thesis addresses the geometric reconstruction of' a human I'acial model from an image 
sequence, which is related to three fields of research: photogrammetry. computer vision and 
computer graphics. Photogrammetry and computer vision are linked. where measurement from 
non-contact imaging is concerned, in areas such as stereo capture. Computer vision and com- 
puter graphics overlap where a geometric representation of an object or scene is sought, that 
is a computer generated 31) model. As the work in this thesis is concerned with geometric 
reconstruction 1'rom a sequence of' images all three areas will be touched upon. The term pho- 
togiwmnietrýl was first used by Dr. Albrecht Meydenbaur 1121 who employed a wide angle 
lens to reconstruct terrain through intersections on the resulting photographs using established 
ground control points. Once aerial photography became practical this provided a better view- 
ing platform than terrestrial photography and advanced photogranimetry [21 ]. Stereoscopy was 
an idea by Sir Charles Wheatstone to present two slightly dil'terent images of' a scene using a 
stereoscope. these images are combined in the brain to create a perception of depth 15 1 ]. The 
combined use of stereoscopy and aerial photography allowed the mapping of any type of ter- 
rain. With the advent of the computer it was not long before the computer vision community 
arose and to some extent reinvented photograminetric method,,. Recently computer vision has 
begun to make use of' photogrammetric knowledge, in particular in the area of bundle adjust- 
ment [ 1011. 
The main locus in this literature review will be the different techniques proposed for 
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image based geometric reconstruction. A broad heading of Reconstniction from Images has 
been chosen and refers, in the main, to geometric reconstruction from images. The synthesising 
of image views or image based rendering will also be covered to explain the choice of using 
geometric reconstruction. The other areas covered here will be those of stereo, shape-from-X 
and volumetric reconstruction to illustrate the broad range of methods developed to reconstruct 
objects from images. Following on from these and moving towards the photogrammetric side 
of computer vision, the methods of obtaining structure from motion will be reviewed. The final 
two sections are more specific to this thesis and cover the areas of model reconstruction using 
a priori knowledge and the reconstruction of a human face from a sequence of images. 
2.1 Image Based Rendering 
The ultimate aim of this thesis is the creation of a realistic representation of an object. The two 
main ways of performing this are to either produce images from a geometric model, or to syn- 
thesise views from a number of images of the object or scene [34]. The latter method is termed 
image based rendering. The approach employed will be the former, that is, reconstructing a 
geometric model from images and synthesising images from the model. In order to justify this 
approach it is necessary to first consider the itnage based rendering approach. The two main 
drawbacks to this approach are : 
e To synthesise new views the object or scene needs to be densely captured. 
* This approach does not allow manipulation of the structure of the object or scene once it 
has been captured. 
For static objects and scenes these two points do not represent drawbacks. However, 
an object for which manipulation is essential and dense image capture is prohibitive, these 
represent two major drawbacks. 
By examining the information present in the light filling a scene, the plenoptic function 
was conceived [Ill. The pleonoptic function describes the information available to a viewer 
at any point in time and space. What the plenoptic function demonstrates is that although the 
world is made up of three dimensional objects they do not communicate their properties directly 
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to the viewer but fill space with a pattern of light rays. It follows that by capturing images for 
every point in space, from every direction any view could be synthesiscd. This is not a realistic 
approach due to the huge amount of data that would be involved, however work has been done 
on sampling the plenoptic function [72] which reduces the amount of data required. There 
are advantages to image based rendering such as the generation of images is independent of 
the scene or objects complexity and the images will always be photo-realistic. Interpolation 
methods have been used create views between pairs of images [23] [24]. By acquiring images 
of a scene from various views and under different illuminations, the surface reflectivity can 
be estimated [102] thereby allowing scenes with variable illumination to be captured. Most of 
these methods are a result of some simplification of the plenoptic function. 
Attempts have been made to combine the geometric and image information [81], [20], 
[27]. Pighin et al [811 model the appearance of the human head. The subject makes several 
different expressions which are captured and used to create several geometric models. Through 
the use of the models and the captured images intermediate expressions can be synthesised. The 
approach by Cootes et al [27] uses a similar to approach to [201, which is, to create a training 
set of images of the human face with labelled points. From this variation in shape, grey-levels 
and appearance are modelled, thereby breaking down the problem of synthesising views into a 
parametric one. With a large enough training set covering all variations of the object or scene 
the second problem of manipulation could be eliminated but in the case of the human face to 
allow the same amount of manipulation as a geometric model would require a large training 
set. 
2.2 Reconstruction from Images 
This section will cover the measurement of objects or scenes from images. This encompasses 
a broad area of computer vision from robot navigation, to creating virtual environments and 
is built upon techniques from the field of photogrammetry. A large amount of literature has 
focused on reconstruction from images notably [35] [47]. 
Visual reconstruction can be broadly divided into two areas: active capture and passive 
capture. Active methods can be split into either time-of-flight or triangulation. Time-of-flight 
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Figure 2.1: Progression from photogranunetry and computer vision to structure from motion 
uses the time it takes a laser pulse to travel from an emitter and back to it sensor, once it ha% 
struck the object under consideration, to give the distance travelled. Capture b) Inangulation 
means there is some projection of it structured light pattern onto the object being captured 
which simplifies the correspondence between cameras, this prolection can be in the fOnn of it 
Jected grid pattern. When it laser stripe is mo%ed over the surf. laser stripe or a pro -we of the 
ob Ject triangulation is used to recover distance between the camem and object %urfitce views. 
The basic configuration of the triangulation scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The bcam 
reflected from the oh. ject is collected by the sensor (usuall', a Chiji-ged Coupled Ixvice Calliera 
CCD). Given this geometric information (he (x, y, z) coordinate ofthe point on the object call 
be calculated. A laser is the most common source as it can be easily fil(cred out of the ambient 
illumination, using a narrow-bandpass filter 1801. 
Structured light sensors project a pattern onto an area of the object's surface to simplifý 
correspondence, the pattern on the objects surface provides. extra information on matching 
point,, between two images taken from different viewpomnts 190114311421. Although the pattern 
allows good correspondence between points. if a texture map is to be applied to the model, an 
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40 
b 
o( 
Figure 2.2: Triangulation setup 
image of the model without the projected pattern is required. Therefore the object with the 
pattern is captured on a monochrome camera and a second colour camera is used to capture 
the inforrnation for texturing, this mean,, three pieces of equipment are required a projector for 
the pattern, a monochrome CCD camera (or two for stereo) and a colour CCD camera, As the 
stereo method,, use cameras to capture the information the accuracy depend,, on the resolution 
ofthe camera used. 
Active capture methods have been used in it variety ol'applications, including animation 
production for film and television. Typically an artist first sculpts a character out of clay 151 and 
then the model is digitised using an active sensor, the high accuracy of which allows realistic 
models to he produced 1601. The clothing industry 1291 also has an interest in highly accurate 
body modelling 17711791. In research scanned data has been fitted to a muscle model of the 
face 19711631 and used for applying texture 1841 [1071 [451, N. Badler 1151 used scanned data 
to alter his ergonomic body model to improve the appearance. Scanning technologies are used 
where accuracy is of highest priority, such as the clothing or film industries. where characters 
need to be recognisable with these being the only area, where whole bodies are scanned. There 
are a variety ofcommercial scanners available such as those produced by Cyberware I 11, Wicks 
and Wilson 181. Vitronic 191 and Hamamatsu 141. 
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Active capture techniques have high accuracy and densely measure an object's shape but suffer 
from a restricted capture environment, cumbersome apparatus and are limited to static object 
capture. When viewing the world around us we are employing passive capture techniques. Our 
eyes capture 2D information about the world and complex processing is carried out to infer 
a scene's three-dimensional structure. As in the natural world, passive capture is seen as a 
good choice in the computer vision world. The practicality i. e. no physical interaction will) 
object/scene, the relative simplicity and availability of apparatus and the similarity to natural 
viewing systems has made the camera a widely used sensor. 
In order for good 3D data to be obtained accurate calibration of the cameras, viewing the 
object in question, need to be known. This can be obtained in a precalibrated, multi-calliem 
setup where extrinsic parameters are obtained either from controlled movement between tile 
object and camera or estimated from the images. However, for a single camera setup, more 
emphasis is placed on the processing of the images obtained, e. g. finding correspondences 
across the image sequence. Images of scenes composed of natural objects contain regions with 
little variation in appearance. The number of good correspondences in this type of sequence 
are typically few, resulting in a sparse amount of information from which to produce 3D data. 
Passive techniques rely on accurately locating corresponding points between images. This can 
be accomplished by feature matching and region correlation. Region correlation [831, [561 can 
be used where edge features are not detected, numerous broader areas are required to establish 
a match. 
2.2.2 Stereo 
The word stereo comes from the Greek, stereos meaning solid. In the field of stereo com- 
puter vision and photogrammetry the reconstruction of an object or scene in three dimensions 
through the use of pairs of photographs is sought. A basic stereo setup can be seen in figure 
2.3 with the goal of calculating depth from a pair of images. The main problem in obtaining 
this depth information is one of detecting pairs of points in the images [831 which correspond 
to the same surface point and has been termed the correspondence problem. The methods to 
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solve this can broadly be split into two categories [37). It is a problem that has been simplified 
by active projection. 
Feature Based Stereo : Feature matching usually requires the scene or object to have 
strong edges and comers such as an architectural scene which are detectable after filter- 
ing the image with a corner or edge detector [22], [92]. Although fast they may fail if the 
features cannot be located in the second image, for example due to occlusion. As only 
specific features are being matched the resulting depth maps will be sparse. 
Area Based Stereo : This method involves searching for corresponding regions between 
images. An image window of a user defined size is created and a match is defined by 
a correlation score or the sum of squared intensity differences. Several assumptions are 
made for this technique. Firstly a variation in surface appearance within an image patch 
is necessary to enable a match between images, uniform regions present problems due 
to lack of variation. Secondly the geometric changes between the views must not be 
large enough to influence the intensity within the regions. To minimise any geometric 
influence a short baseline is used but this creates the problem of decreasing the depth 
resolution thus small errors in the disparity cause large errors in the depth. A final obsta- 
cle is that any change in intensity within the region being matched needs to be consistent 
between views. This can be a problem due to specularites or shadows altering the im- 
age intensity values, typically a uniform diffuse or Lambertian surface reflectance is 
assumed. It follows that a compromise is required between a window size that is large 
enough to contain some variation in intensity without allowing a change in disparity to 
occur. 
There are several constraints that can be applied to the correspondence problem to over- 
come the drawbacks listed above. The consistency constraint seeks to ensure that a match in 
the second image for a point in the first image is also a match when that point in the second 
image searches for a match in the first image [371. Epipolar geometry imposes the constraint 
that a point in one image corresponds to a line in the second image, thereby reducing a 2D 
search of the entire image to a ID search along some line in the image. Epipolar geometry is 
depicted in figure 2.4 and becomes available when a pair of calibrated cameras view an object 
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Figure 2.3: IX-pth from Binocular StLreo 
or scene. A calibrated camera is one where all external parameters (Rotation. %. Translations 
and Scalings) and internal parameters (Focal length. Principal point and Shear) are known. By 
applying a transformation to make the two image planes coplanar the warch is simply along a 
scanline this is called rectitication. Once reliable inatches ha%, c been dewrinined the po%itions 
in space can be recovered through triangulation 1461. 
2.2.3 Shape-from-X 
Shape-fromA co,,, cr,, abroad range oflechniqucs lorcxtracting Nhalx- informalwn I rimi 
or colour images. These methods do not calculate depth directly but infer it. By first estimating 
the local surface orientation and then by using a known depth for one point, others can bc cal- 
culated through the integration of the known orientation of the surface. Shape-from-Silhouette 
and Shape-from-Motion will be discussed in separate sections. 
Shape from Shading: This method is based on the image irradiance equation, an equa- 
tion that relates the brightness at a point in the image plane to a value in the reflectance 
map of a surface of a certain orientation. The aim is to calculate the %urface's . shape 
by 
calculating the orientation of the surface for each point in the image plane. Usually the 
assumption is made that the surface reflectance exhibits Lambertian properties. Practi- 
cal difficulties such as the accuracy with which the surface's reflectance properties are 
known and illumination of the object or scene reduce the effectiveness of this rnethod 
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Figure 2.4: epipolar geometry 
110911261. A survey of this method can he found in I 1101. 
0 Shape 1'rom Multiple Light Sources, Photometric Stereo : This method involves tak- 
ing multiple images oll an object or scene with a fixed camera but with difterent light 
. sources 1171. 
The fact that the camera and objectAcene are fixed rernovcs the corre. %pon- 
dence pn)blent but restricts the practicality of' the approach. However, if* the reflectance 
properties ofthe scene are known, local surface orientation can be calculated at all illu- 
minated points in the image. This can then be integrated to reconstruct surface geometry. 
e Shape from Texture : Analysing the way an object's texture varics in the image plane 
pro\, ides information about the surface orientation 155] 11081. This method can work 
where surfaces containing regular patterns are under consideration hence the use of struc- 
tured light patterns in active sensing methods. 
* IX-pth from Focus : Depth from focus uses the fact that edge% in an image are sharply 
delineated when an object is in focus. The finite depth of field of optical systems means 
. -tw pL- 
that objects at a certain distance will be in focus and as the focus moves to different 
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depths the object's edges will blur, that is the pixels become more homogeneous with 
their surroundings in proportion to their depth [ 105] [14]. To obtain a position estimate, 
a sharpness function [58] can be calculated to determine a point of maximum sharpness. 
In this method the correspondence problem is not an issue as the camera and scene are 
fixed and it can also provide a qualitative depth measurement. 
All of the above methods have the limitation of being restricted to rigid scenes 
2.2.4 Shape from Silhouettes 
A 2D silhouette is the set of closed contours that outline the projection of an object onto the 
image plane. Shape from silhouette is an old capture technique, a person's facial profile can be L- 
captured by tracing out their projected shadow and was a popular fashion in the Victorian era. 
Computer vision takes this a step further to use multiple view silhouettes to build a 3D model 
[691, [951, [1031. This is applied to whole body modelling by [751 and [54], [49], [48], [19). 
The technique involves the following steps. The object under consideration is usually captured 
in front of a blue screen to allow for easy foreground/background segmentation, although this 
does restrict the object from containing the same colour as the background. The silhouettes 
from a set of images viewing the object from different directions defines a set of volumes; the 
intersection of which approximates the real object. This approximation is termed the visual hull 
[61]. Although this is a simple method and straightforward to implement, it suffers from its 
inability to model concavities, self occlusions cannot be resolved from any viewpoint without 
additional information. This can be seen in figure 2.5, the internal part of the mug containing 
the spoon cannot be modelled using silhouettes alone. There are ways to overcome this problem 
such as by assuming some a priori knowledge allowing a model containing concavities to be 
fitted to the resulting silhouette. The methods of [76] and [361 capture a set of silhouettes from 
different camera positions by capturing a series of images as the object rotates on a turntable. 
To reconstruct 3D from these 2D representations a structured 3D object is projected to 2D 
space. This means a segmented object of known shape is placed in the same view volume as 
the object being captured and projected into image space. 
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Figure 2.5: Capturing a mug shot silhouette C7 
2.3 Structure from Motion 
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Structure from motion can be described as estimating spatial properties of an object or scene 
from the pro. jection onto an image plane, where either the scene or image plane are movinLg 
and is a heavily researched problem in computer vision [25] [351. Structure from Motion 
techniques have been used in a variety of practical applications such as carnera calibration. 
recovering motion parameters and 31) model reconstruction. It is towards this final area that 
this review will be biased due to the bundle adjustment method being used later in this thesis. 
2.3.1 Feature Extraction 
The feature-, within acquired images can convey a large amount of information providing they 
can be reliably extracted and correspondences established across a sequence. If extraction 
and correspondence can be carried out on a sufficient number of features over the image se- 
quence, viewing the object or scene from suitable viewpoints. then it is possible to calculate 
estimates of the 31) positions of the features and the pose ofthe cameras. Without the additional 
knowledge of the intrinsic camera parameters the difference between the actual object and the 
reconstruction will he a projective transformation, however once the intrinsic parameters have 
been calculated any difference will be metric. There are several methods of feature extraction 
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and the choice of which one to use depends largely on the subject under consideration. For 
example, mobile robots have been used to recover scene structure as they move within their en- 
vironment [68), the scene requires strong edge or comer features to provide correspondences. 
User interaction can be employed to mark features in the scene and associate primitives to ob- 
jects to build up an estimated model [28]. This relates back to the section on stereo and the 
correspondence problem. The stereo method uses two fixed, calibrated cameras, whereas in 
Structure from Motion a single camera moving about the objects collects the images which can 
be used, for example, as stereo pairs. 
2.3.2 Reconstruction 
A rigid set of 3D points becomes a set of 2D feature points when projected into a camera's 
image plane. The 3D position will be at some point along the my projecting from the camera's 
centre of projection through the 2D position on its image plane, thus tracking across multiple 
images and triangulating enables the 3D position to be calculated (within some error bounds). 
Most Structure from Motion techniques assume the perspective projection model often referred 
to as a pinhole camera whereby the reconstruction of an object is related to the real object 
through a projective transformation. If the camera's intrinsic parameters can be calculated then 
this difference between the real scene and the reconstruction becomes metric. 
The aim of Structure from Motion is to estimate the three-dimensional position of fea- 
ture points and, in some cases, recover the positions of the cameras. Structure from Motion 
reconstructs the position of points and lines for a rigid scene. The Structure from Motion prob- 
lem can be simplified by considering the simpler orthographic projection model and a widely 
used factorisation method was proposed by Tomasi and Kanade [99] and demonstrated in [88] 
[98] [100], this method proposed [99] along with their tracking method [98] [88] are widely 
used techniques. Matching of the window for each successive frame is checked against a set 
threshold value. Falling below this threshold value leads to this feature being discarded in 
subsequent frames. The motion between frames is modelled as a simple translation due to the 
tracked objects being rigid. More complex transformations are therefore not required remov- 
ing the danger of over-parameterising. Small windows are used to reduce the risk of having 
wildly varying velocities within a single window. The displacement vector contains the only 
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two parameters to be estimated. This vector, which is the translation of the feature window's 
centre, is calculated by finding the minimum error between the image intensifies in a window 
in two different frames. Affine motion is used for comparing the features between the first and 
current image, thereby gauging the quality of the tracked feature for as long as it occurs across 
the sequence. See Appendix A. I for detail of the method. 
A problem with structure from motion is that it requires large differences in viewing 
position between images and this makes it difficult to establish good correspondences between 
the images as the features being matched will differ in shape and intensity and occlusions may 
also occur. The problem is overcome, to some extent, by having an image sequence which has 
small changes in viewing position but over a wide range. Structure from Motion is a widely 
researched area of computer vision with a correspondingly extensive amount of literature on the 
subject [28], [91], [53], [111]. A closer look at structure from motion using bundle adjustment 
will be carried out. 
2.3.3 Bundle Adjustment 
Widely used in photogrammetry and geodesy, bundle adjustment is now being used in the field 
of computer vision. Bundle Adjustment is a method for solving the structure from motion 
problem by combining data from multiple images, without any assumptions concerning scene 
geometry or camera/scene motion. It is a parametric estimation problem, grouping together the 
parameters involved which are the structure being recovered and the cameras which captured 
the images of the object, to create a large, sparse, geometric, parameter estimation problem. 
This is a statistical optimisation of the structure and motion for the given image data. As stated 
by Triggs et al[101] this is a method that refines a visual reconstruction to produce jointly 
optimal 3D structure and viewing parameters and/or calibration estimates. The method refines 
initial estimates of the object's structure and cameras positions. The rays from each 3D point 
projecting onto the image plane are the bundles which bundle adjustment refers to, this is shown 
in figure 2.6 where two features are shown projecting into five image planes. The adjustment 
of these parameters is dependent on the cost function, which is the image re-projection error. 
c=. t-P, (Q, RT, X) 
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Figure 2.6: Bundle of light rays 
Where a 3D point X is projected into the image plane of a camera with an internal param- 
eter matfix of Q and external parameter matrix of RT. This projected point is then compared 
with a 2D image point x. This is represented in figure 2.7 where the re-projection error, in 
image 1, between the estimated 3D position X, and the actual, but unknown, 3D position X 
is given by E I. 
By denoting the projected point as: : i. - - P, (Q, HT. X) the error becomes : 
E=X-X (2.2) 
Where M denotes the number of images and N the number of features the total cost E is 
given by 
(X-3 E (2.3) 
j=l Zýl 
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Figure 2.7: A corresponding point in two camera image planes 
In cases where more image features than parameters are known the optimisation is carried 
out in a least squares sense minimising the sum of squared re-projection errors. Levenberg- 
Marquardt is a standard algorithm used for solving non-linear. least-squares problems by it- 
eratively linearising around the current solution. The Leven berg- Marquardt method is used 
to move quickly to a solution by switching smoothly between the steepest descent method 
which is used, far from the minimum, to the inverse-Hessian method when the minimum is 
approached (see AppendixD). This method has become commonly used in nonlinear least- 
squares routines and has been used in solving bundle adjustment problems 17 1 1ý 1391. 
Bundle adjustment leads to a sparse matrix relating the image features and camera param- 
eters to the observations. Therefore sparse matrix techniques can be exploited for an efficient 
solution 1711. 
2.4 Model Based Reconstruction 
In many reconstruction problems there is no prior knowledge of the structure of' the object or 
scene. During the capture process. however, visual ambiguities may occur causing errors in 
a non model based reconstruction. Using prior knowledge it is possible to constrain the geo- 
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metric shape of the reconstructed model to that of the object under consideration. The role of 
this approach is therefore two fold: first to provide information where none is available fol- 
lowing the capture process, secondly to constrain the shape of the model to prevent unrealistic 
geometry. 
2.4.1 Deformable Models 
Deformable models provide a constrained method of fitting data through the combination of 
three areas: Geometry to provide a representation of the objects shape, physics to define how 
the shape of the object may vary and approximation theory is used in the fitting of the model to 
the data. A survey of deformable models and background theory is given in [701 and [41]. The 
deformation of the model is a compromise between the geometric representation of the model 
which may contain many degrees of freedom and the physical constraint to prevent the model 
from varying too wildly. Deformable models are elastic bodies which fit the data due to the 
forces deforming the model and the constraints which are the internal forces defining the shape 
and smoothness of the model. 
By exploiting constraints from the data (21) or 3D) and using a prioti knowledge of the 
shape of the object, 2D deformable models have been used to good effect in medical image 
analysis [70]. Snakes [67] or defonnable contour models have been widely used in image 
analysis to detect object boundaries. The problem is in extending these methods to 3D as the 
computation time becomes large. A progression to 3D is provided by the simplex mesh [30], 
this is a 3-connected mesh where each vertex on the mesh is defined by its three neighbours, 
three metric parameters and an angle. Where the metric parameters and the angle are intrinsic 
parameters describing the shape of the mesh. 
Free-Form Deformations (FFDs) change the shape of an object by deforming the space 
in which the object lies. Sederberg and Parry [86] generalised Barr's work on deformation of 
primitives [16]. A good analogy is given by [31], here the object to be deformed is embedded 
within a rubber-like box, consisting of a volumetric grid. The object can then be deformed 
through the deformation of the box. The object deforms in an intuitive way with respect to the 
deformation of the box-grid. 
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Other similar techniques include [85] where local geometric primitives are placed at each 
data-point and then relationships between these primitive sets are sought. Local patches are 
used by Hoppe [441 which recover local orientation at each data-point then acquire the signed 
distance function using a contouring algorithm. Dense data is usually required for these local 
fitting methods to reproduce the surface accurately. 
2.4.2 Statistical Models 
This is an attractive method for modelling faces because a statistical database can be built 
up prior to the reconstruction work which constrains the reconstruction to parameter values 
contained within the database [20]. This is an extension of work by Parke [791 on creating a 
representation of an image from a linear combination of a shape and texture vector applied to 
a flexible model. Carrying on from the work of [79] and building anthropornetric information 
similar to the measured data of [10] and [33]. 
The manual approach of Pighin et al. [81] is taken a stage further by using a compiled 
database of facial expressions to alter the reference model to fit the supplied photograph. The 
parameters involved not only control measurable items such as the width of the face or length 
of nose but also the masculinity or femininity of the face by using different components of the 
data set. A linear combination of a shape vector and a texture vector applied to a reference 
model is able to describe any face in the precomputed data set. An obvious drawback to this 
system is the size of the database. The variety of head shapes, skin texture, facial hair and 
artificial additions such as makeup, hats and glasses would require an extremely large database 
and careful selection of the principle components. 
2.5 Modelling Human Faces 
Generating 3D facial models of people is a widely researched topic in computer vision and 
computer graphics. The creation of these models provides an interactive element to almost any 
application. How to produce these models has lead to a variety of proposed methods ranging 
from models produced using commercial computer aided design software [2] or created first 
by hand using modelling clay and scanned into the computer to almost entirely automated 
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methods [20]. 
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The area concentrated on here is of facial model reconstruction from images. Some of the 
first methods proposed used a frontal view coupled with either one or both profiles [62], [59], 
[96]. These methods require some user intervention to mark corresponding points between 
images [62], [59], [81] and assist in detecting the feature points on the image of a head. The 
accuracy relies on the user correctly picking the points and therefore the speed of creation 
is slow due to the user marking points in two or more images. Kurihara [59] and Akimoto 
[961 use frontal and profile views captured simultaneously. This helps with correspondences 
between the images but requires two cameras or some mirror arrangement which will reduce 
the resolution, as the front & side of the head will be captured in one image. A generic 3D 
model is altered based on features in the frontal and profile views. Once alignment of features 
has been carried out using template matching, vertices on the model are adjusted to fit to the 
image features. 
2.5.1 Multiple View Reconstruction 
The next stage on from generating human head models from two or three images is the cre- 
ation of models from multiple head images. There are several ways that multiple images of 
a person's face can be obtained. A multi-camera, calibrated setup [501, [941 requires a studio 
setup to simultaneously capture the subject from different views. From the images obtained 
and knowledge of the cameras' intrinsics and extrinsics, using silhouette and stereo methods, 
models of the individual can be created. 
These methods make use of stereo and produce dense clouds of 3D data, however these are 
not the approaches focused on in this thesis. The area analysed here is of a single uncalibrated 
camera taking a series of images of the subject. For good depth information the cameras 
involved require good calibration and pose. Without accurate information about the camera 
involved only a set of sparse 3D measurements will be recovered. The measurements will 
be sparse as they occur where there are discontinuities in the image intensities which usually 
relates to strong features in the object or scene under consideration and you do not get this on 
faces. This area has been investigated and several methods proposed (65], [39], [74], [8 1]. The 
goal of the first three methods is to produce textured, 3D face models from video with minimal 
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user interaction. 
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Methods by Fua [38] and ýAra [85] capture dense 3D data from stereo and fit local surface 
patches to build a surface. A five camera stereo setup is used by [85] with one of the cameras 
used for texture projection. Examples of faces captured with and without use of a projected 
texture are given and although a projected pattern improves the accuracy and completeness of 
the face model when the projected pattern is not used a recognisable face is produced. 
2.5.2 Single camera Reconstruction 
By using a single camera rather than multiple cameras the problems of differing internal pa- 
rameters and increased expense can be avoided. However there is the limitation of recovering 
depth from a single viewpoint. There are three main approaches proposing face reconstruction 
using image sequences from a single camera, which stand out. These are by Liu et al [65], Fua 
[39] and Medioni et al [74]. 
The approached of Liu et al [65] uses a static camera to take a sequence of images of 
a person rotating their head from shoulder to shoulder. The intrinsic camera parameters are 
recovered from chart calibration [112]. The calibration requires the camera to view a planar 
pattern from at least two different orientations. Two images are taken from this sequence, where 
the head rotation between the two images is around 10 degrees. These two images are called 
the base images, the majority of the processing is carried out on these two images. Feature 
points are manually chosen in these base iniages and used to compute the face mesh geometry. 
A linear class of human face geometries, based on the approach by [20], is used to complete 
the sparse face geometry. The face is represented as a linear combination of a neutral face and 
a number of face metrics. Each metric is a vector that linearly deforms the face e. g. widening 
the head shape. A colour model of the face skin is generated by using the manually chosen 
feature points to partition the head into different regions. This is used to determine where the 
head is in the base images. A feature-based approach is used for image registration : 
* Detect corners in each image 
e Match comers between two images 
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e Use a robust estimation technique to detect false matches 
* Determine head motion 
* 3D reconstruction of matched points 
Corner matching between two images is carried out by centring an IIxII window on 
a corner in the first image. The pixels in this window are then rearranged as a vector, the 
correlation score is equivalent to the cosine angle between the intensity vectors in the first and 
second image and a predetermined threshold value is set to determine a match. The process is 
subsequently reversed so that for a feature in the second image a match is searched for in the 
first image; iff this is the same feature as was found in the first to second image search is it 
kept as a match, thus reducing matching errors. False matches are detected using least inedian 
squares which is robust to false matches as well as outliers and alters the parameters until the 
minimum value for the median of squared errors is found. The Essential Matrix is estimated 
from these minimised parameters. 
The method of 3D reconstruction is defined as the minimisation of the 3D point's projec- 
tion into the base intages : 
N 
iýill' + ll-tlý& - ! ýZll' (2.4) 
where Jc and V are projections of the 3D point into both images. 
At this stage of the process a set of unorganised and noisy 3D points has been recovered. 
The next stage is to fit a face model capable of being animated to this data set. This stage is 
divided into two steps 
Fitting to the reconstructed 3D points -A Rigid Body Transformation, gives the pose of 
the head, and alteration of the facial parameters minimises the distance from the recov- 
ered 3D points to the model. An iterative closest point method is used, the initialisation 
of which is performed using the five marker points supplied by the user, it is assumed 
that the reconstructed marker points match to five vertices on the model. 
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Adjustment of the model using image infon-nation - Silhouettes and facial features are 
searched for and used to refine the geometry. Using the estimate from the fitted model 
a local region search for facial features need only be performed. Snakes are used to 
compute the silhouettes of the face. 
The model has now been established using only the base images. The sequence of head 
rotation images are used to produce a complete texture map. Only the transformation between 
images is required as the face metrics are now fixed. The resulting models do resemble the 
subjects and with the use of the whole sequence the models will be further improved. However 
the use of chart calibration to obtain the intrinsic parameters does require a high degree of user 
interaction and knowledge. 
Fua et al [39] proposed a model-driven bundle-adjustment method. Bundle-adjustment 
has been discussed in 2.3.3 and the model-driven part refers to some a priori information 
acting as input to the bundle-adjustment. The starting point is a set of 2D images of a person 
rotating their head from their left shoulder to their right shoulder. A person videoed rotating 
their head is approximately equivalent to a person keeping their head still and the camera 
moving around their head, which implies different external parameters for each frame. These 
parameters are estimated using bundle-adjustment. For the bundle-adjustment, to calculate the 
pose of the camera at each chosen frame, feature point locations are tracked across the whole 
image sequence using a correlation-based algorithm [37]. Not all the points will be matched 
across the sequence and there will be erroneous matches resulting from points being occluded 
and due to the face containing large uniform regions of little texture. 
Initialisation and reguIarisation is required to ensure convergence in bundle adjustment 
algorithms and this is achieved through an estimation of the camera parameters provided for 
the frontal view of the person's head. The 3D positions also require initialisation so a generic 
head model is provided, hence the title model-driven. By manually establishing the relationship 
between several 2D positions in the frontal image and their corresponding 3D positions on 
the generic model, a projection matrix can be calculated providing estimates of the camera 
parameters. Once the initialisation has been carried out the bundle-adjustment follows the 
description in section 2.3.3. 
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Due to some of the point matches being inaccurate a weighting is attached to each point. 
The further the re-projection error is from the median value the lower the weighting for that 
point. A regularisation term is also introduced to prevent the surface from extreme deforma- 
tions by creating a relationship between adjacent vertices in the polygonal model, this is similar 
to that proposed in [44]. This term takes the form of a stiffness matrix which acts as a spring 
stiffness to pull the vertices of the model back towards their original positions; thereby re- 
taining the smoothness of the model and reducing the influence of erroneous data points. A 
smoothing coefficient controls the influence of this regularisation term on the error function. 
To remove outliers and provide some local surface information, patches are fitted to the real 3D 
data [38] using the recovered camera positions. The generic model is then deformed to the 3D 
data by minimising the orthogonal distance of each patch to the closest face on the polygonal 
model. This method requires less user intervention compared with other approaches [651 [74] 
which require camera calibration in addition to manual marking of an image of the face. The 
restriction of basing the actual head shape on a generic model of the head is that the result will 
be a compromise between that of the real head shape and the model. The generic model does, 
however, allow the resulting reconstruction to be animated. 
The last of these three algorithms is by Medioni and Pesenti [74]. This method has sim- 
ilarities to the two previous methods and cites these as being the main influences to the work; 
the main difference between the previous two and this being the absence of a head model to fit 
to the recovered data. More information is provided at the outset for this method as chart cali- 
bration of the camera provides the internal camera parameters. Features are matched between 
adjacent frames, using correlation based matching. Initial camera poses are calculated using a 
Random Sample Consensus method (RANSAC) coupled with non-linear least squares minimi- 
sation, with convergence occuring at the minimum of the back projection error of the features. 
As adjacent frames are used, the motion is assumed to have a continuity, a valid assumption in 
this case where a person's head is being rotated. Bundle adjustment then recovers the camera 
pose for each frame, using the Photo Modeler package [3]. 
The next stage involves the reconstruction of a 31) model using the images and camera 
poses. Dense stereo is performed on pairs of images. After rectification, a disparity is assigned 
to each pixel [73]. Triangulation of the feature points, using the stereo information, provides 
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a cloud of 3D points. A final consistency check is performed where all recovered 3D points 
are re-projected into the images and any that fall outside a region of interest are removed. 
To form the cloud of points into a mesh, a method which ignores the head's concavities by 
claiming them to be negligible is used. The cloud of points is mapped onto a cylinder with the 
distance to the axis of the cylinder representing the Z coordinate. A 2D Delaunay triangulation 
algorithm is then used to create the mesh. The results shown in [74] resemble results from a 
dense stereo reconstruction method and are good from a qualitative point of view because there 
is no compromise between a generic model and the recovered 3D data. The downside of not 
using a head model is that after the head has been reconstructed a further stage will be required 
for fitting an animation model. 
All three of the methods reviewed in this section have produced interesting results. The 
main differences between these approaches and the method described in this thesis,, Iies in the 
conditions imposed on the reconstruction process. Both [65] and [74] require the camera to be 
pre-calibrated which provides crucial information for deten-nining matches between images. 
This requirement does, however, increase the amount of user intervention and through the 
use of a calibration chart increases the amount of information necessary for the processes to 
succeed. 
2.5.3 Parametric Animation Models 
The final output from the process described in this thesis is a realistic facial model capable 
of being animated. As the animation will be performed parametrically through the simplified 
polygonal model described in 4.1 an overview of parametric animation has been laid out here. 
The choice of what level of adaptability to use is governed by the application. There 
has been work presented [971, [871, [52], [106], [32] which is concerned with animating syn- 
thetic characters based on an underlying adaptable model. For work on simulating a skele- 
tal/muscle/skin model a sophisticated model [97] [87] could be used. The muscle model by 
Waters [97] can be adapted to fit range and reflectance data from a laser scanner, the generic 
mesh of the muscle model of the human head is fitted to the data by knowing the corresponding 
positions for the nose, eyes, chin, ears and several other features. The muscle model animates 
the face by contracting synthetic muscles (modelled as vectors) attached to a model of the skin 
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composed of three spring-mass layers. Simulation propagates the muscle forces through the 
layers deforming the skin to produce facial expressions. 
Other layered models include those by Chadwick et al [52], Wilhelms et al [106] and 
Scheepers et al [32]. Chadwick et al use a layered model, with the layers modelled as spring/mass 
elements, and specify relationships between the layers through parametric constraints which al- 
low low level motion to be animated through higher level control. The models created by Wil- 
helms and Scheepers follow a different course, they seek to produce an anatomically correct 
body model by reproducing the shape of the skeleton, muscles and fatty tissue. The muscles 
are based on ellipsoids as these can be scaled along its three major axes to simulate bulging. 
All these models seek to recreate accurate, realistic movement of the human body. The 
number of calculations involved in modelling every muscle in the body prohibits their use in 
real time applications, but the advantage of these models is their deformable surfaces which cre- 
ate an increased impression of realism. Although these models can reproduce realistic move- 
ment a similar impression can be produced by applying motion capture data to a simplejointed 
model. 
Although highly realistic and geometrically correct models are produced for the film and 
television industries they are obtained at a high cost and in a labourious fashion. The automatic 
method described in this thesis produces realistic models which admittedly can not rival those 
of the film industry but shows the realism which can be gained with relatively basic capture 
equipment, an underlying adaptable model and little user intervention. 
2.6 Summary 
The reconstruction of human face or head models has received a large amount of interest over 
the past few years and consequently several methods for accomplishing this task have been 
proposed. The choice of method remains largely linked to application. Models created for film 
or television use a very manual process requiring artistic skill and a lot of time. Active capture 
methods are another popular choice where detailed models are required. These models again 
need manual intervention to make them usable as they capture dense geometric information for 
a single pose. Research in computer vision is addressing methods requiring less user interven- 
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tion, are less intrusive and do not require such specialised equipment. These methods capture 
the subject using cameras, with the multiple, calibrated camera setups providing the most ac- 
curate and dense information out of these methods. Although this system is less complex, less 
intrusive and requiring less user intervention it still requires an intensive setup procedure for 
calibration and a studio environment. The simplest approaches involve capture from a single 
camera to create a realistic representation of an individual's face. The input and apparatus to 
these techniques are not complex and although the captured data is not as accurate as active or 
multi-camera methods the models represent a realistic representation enabling their use in such 
applications as computer games. The following chapters will be dealing with a method for 
producing face models from single camera capture. Using techniques similar to [39], [65] and 
[74], a method for building realistic models from an image sequence captured from a single 
camera will be proposed. 
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Chapter 3 
Model-Driven Bundle Adjustment 
This chapter presents the background theory for generating 3D data from a sparse set of corre- 
spondences. The setup involved is of a very simple nature; a fixed single camera capturing a 
moving subject, which is approximately equivalent to a fixed object and a moving camera. This 
arrangement is conducive to a Structure from Motion (SFM) approach to solving this problem 
of 3D data recovery. The scene being captured is that of an individual's head and shoulders with 
the person looking over one shoulder then rotating their head to look over the other shoulder. 
As the object to be reconstructed is known an initial guess at the shape can be made. Coupling 
this a priori knowledge with the Structure from Motion method of Bundle Adjustment leads to 
the Model-Driven Bundle Adjustment approach. 
3.1 Modelling from Sparse Data 
Reconstruction from sparse feature correspondences obtained from a single camera is a difficult 
problem. In order for good 3D data to be obtained from a passive capture approach accurate 
calibration and pose of the cameras, viewing the object in question, need to be known. This can 
be achieved via a pre-calibrated multi-camera setup. However for a single camera setup less 
information is available therefore along with the processing of the images obtained, e. g. finding 
correspondences across the image sequence assumptions about the subject under consideration 
are made. 
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The subject under consideration is an important factor as its structure and texture can aid 
or hinder the processing of the images. As reconstruction of the human face is the subject being 
investigated here the structure and texture of the face is of importance. When dealing with 
detecting correspondences between images distinct features are sought as they can be uniquely 
matched between images. The face has very few regions containing such strong features due 
to skin being of a uniform appearance. Inevitably the number of good correspondences across 
the face sequence are few resulting in a sparse amount of information from which to produce 
3D data. 
3.2 Model Based Reconstruction 
Due to the limited amount of information available some basis for the structure of the face 
is required. To provide this initialisation a generic face shape is used and, through the series 
of processes described in this chapter, deformed to fit the target person's face shape. For 
the method to work some a priori knowledge or estimate of the structure is required. For 
objects containing stronger textural information a less accurate initialisation of the 31) data can 
be applied as the correspondences across the sequence of images will be more accurate and 
abundant. Apart from supplementing the lack of texture information an initial model of the 
object is supplied due to the Bundle Adjustment method entailing a gradient descent aspect 
to minimise a cost function. As this minimisation method can lead to local minima a closer 
initial guess of the 3D structure reduces the risk of falling into local minima. Now it has been 
established that the input data available is a sequence of images taken from a single camera 
and a 31) generic model of a human face some registration between this model and the images 
needs to be carried out. 
The approach consists of six steps : 
o Input: Face image sequence. 
* Specification of the generic face model. 
* Initial alignment of model with images. 
* Establishing feature correspondences across the sequence. 
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9 Output: 3D data. 
3.2.1 Initialisation for frontal view 
The first stage in the reconstruction is to align the prior model with the image by manually 
identifying feature points. From the input face image sequence an image providing a full 
frontal view of the face is selected. A minimum of six feature points are required, however to 
produce good feature alignment twenty-three features on the face are manually selected e. g. 
comers of eyes, tip of nose; this is performed for both the image and the 3D model see figure 
3.1. Based on the relationship between the 3D model points and the image points the best 
projection of the model points into the image is calculated. The "best projection" being in a 
least squares sense which is explained in section 3.2.2. The camera's internal parameters of 
focal length and principle point are unknown as are its external parameters of position and 
pose, with the coordinate system being defined by the 3D model. The external parameters 
consist of a rotation and translation giving six degrees of freedom. In this work the rotations 
are defined by Euler angles as they are a simple way of expressing the rotations. The camera's 
position will be relative to this coordinate system. The recovery of these camera parameters is 
made by using the relationship between 2D image points and 3D model points. In the case of 
a known object class a generic model of the object shape can be used to initialise and constrain 
the reconstruction. There will be some camera projection matrix which will provide the closest 
projection of the 3D points to their corresponding 2D image points. The projection will not 
produce an exact match as the initial face model does not fit the shape of the subject's face. By 
altering the corresponding feature points on the model and altering all the other model points 
relative to these it is possible to get the model points to project down to the image points. 
This is the initial deformation of the model towards the face shape of the individual. Having 
calculated a projection matrix it is now possible to project all the model points into the image to 
increase the number of features. Many of these features will fall on regions of uniform texture 
and so make it difficult to locate good correspondences. There will be a set of points projected 
into the image which will be within regions of strong texture variation thereby allowing good 
correspondences to be established. 
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Figure 3.1: Image Features and Corresponding 31) Model Feature..,, 
3.2.2 QR decomposition 
The objective of QR decomposition is to obtain an initial estimate of' the canicia's Internal 
and External parameters from the projection matrix when applied to a single frame in the face 
image sequence. These parameters are then used as input to the next stage in the process - 
Model driven Bundle Adjustment. The method, although already covered in computer vision 
and mathematical texts [47] [7], is explained here in some detail as it is a critical part of' the 
system. The only known values are the 3D positions of several points and the corresponding 
2D image positions. The 3D points are feature points selected from a generic 31) representation 
of a human face. These are points from the comers of the eyes, corners of the mouth, tip of 
the nose and points on the forehead and chin. The 2D image points are selected fron) an image 
of a real human face. From this set of 3D and 2D measurements the projection matrix P can 
be calculated. The 3x4 projection matrix P which gives the minimum error between the 31) 
points and the 2D correspondences is estimated. 
The matrix equation for the projection P of 3D points X into a 21) image plane x is given 
by 
P X' . -A (3.1) 
. 
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For multiple points X' and r' where iýIN 
By eliminating A (as shown in equations B. I-B. 5 )the equation can be reduced to : 
All p (3.2) 
Where 11 contains X' and x' as shown in equation B. 6. 
M is altered so that the data contained within it is normalised. The normalisation is 
carried out to make the linear least squares more stable. This is explained in more detail in B. 
x Nlx (3.3) 
x N2 X (3.4) 
The covariance matrix for 11 can be calculated and the minimum eigenvector ofthis ma- 
trix is in the direction of minimum variance. Once the data within this vector has been trans- 
formed back, from its normalisation as shown in B. 1, it contains the values for the projective 
matrix 1. 
Now that the projective matrix has been found QR decomposition is required to find the 
internal and external parameter matrices forming this projective matrix. 
Matrix P is decomposed : 
I P12 P13 
P21 P22 P23 - AR 
-Pil 
P32 P33- 
Where A I? are the internal parameters and the external rotation parameters respectively. 
P14 
1ý24 AT 
_P34_ 
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Where A and Tare the internal parameters and the external translation parameters respec- 
tively. To perform QR decomposition the Householder transformation 11 11 v is u,, ed, %k here 
H is the Householder matrix. The Householder matrix H is asymmetric and orthogonal matrix 
of the form : 
H-I- 2xx" (3.5) 
This decomposition process is explained in more detail in Appendix B. 
3.2.3 Confidence in the Estimated Parameters 
This section will seek to establish the distribution of the difference between the recovered 
parameters and the actual parameters and thereby gain some knowledge of the quantitative un- 
certainties in the experimental parameters. A method for doing this is to carry out a Monfe 
Carlo Simulation of synthetic data sets, [821. In order to model what will happen when this 
method for reconstructing an individual's face from an image sequence is applied a generic 
model of a human face is used as test data. A virtual camera is positioned in-front of the 
generic face model and captures an image of the face, with a resolution of 364)x288, as shown 
in figure 3.6. Several features are marked in the image and QR decomposition is carried out to 
recover the camera*s parameters. Thirty five synthetic image data sets are produced containing 
random noise with a normal distribution of zero mean and a variance of 4 pixels. From these 
data sets the camera parameters are recovered and their difference to the actual camera parani- 
eters plotted to produce a probability distribution. This distribution will provide the parameter 
estimation errors that occur in this decomposition method. The histogram. -, in figure 3.2 shows 
the recovery of the Euler angles having a standard deviation of between three and ten degrees. 
As an initialisation this is a reasonable result. The histograms in figures 3.3,3.4 and 3.5 show 
quite large standard deviations produced by several outlying points, these have occurred due to 
the large variation which was chosen to allow for errors when the user mark.,, a feature in the 
image. Although the parameter differences can be quite large the re-projection of the model 
points into image is not unreasonable. 
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Figure 3.6: Virtual Capture 
3.2.4 Image Sequence Correspondences 
Having established an initial alignment for the model the next phase is to calculate correspon- 
dences between image,, across the whole image sequence. From the manual initialisation the 
31) model points can be projected into the frontal image of the face. The position ofthese points 
in the other image,, in the sequence now needs to be recovered. This is carried out by tracking 
the point.,, across the sequence. Starting with the frontal view. as the sequence progresses the 
person's head rotates. Providing the rotation of the head between subsequent images is small 
the point.,, projected into the frontal view can be matched across the sequence. However using 
tracking techniques points may be lost due to occlusion or lack of texture, where texture in this 
case is the local variation in appearance. Both occlusion and lack of texture are a problem in 
this case as skin has it lack of texture variation, as the head turns parts of the face will become 
occluded and closing then opening of' the eyelids occludes features chosen on the eye. The 
tracker used is that developed by Kanade, Lucas and Tomasi [66], [98] and described in [I MI. 
This tracker assumes orthographic projection and requires a user defined window to search 
for corresponding points. A window size of 9x9 pixels was used in the majority of image se- 
quences under consideration. Occlusion and poor correspondences are taken into account by 
the tracker and any features which become occluded or the correspondence falls below a cer- 
tain user defined threshold the feature is no longer tracked. This is a widely used tracker and 
(, I ý( apt (I IIII, (Ic I lk. IIý. M ()(I(. I (h) ScIcctcd linagc Point.,, in Red 
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freely available, it also has the property of not returning false matches which is important in 
this work. More detail on this feature tracker is in appendix A. 1. 
3.3 Model-Driven Bundle Adjustment 
Bundle Adjustment is used to simultaneously optimise camera parameters and 31) point "ti- 
mates across a single view image sequence. It is important to remember that the image st- 
quence is of a person rotating their head whilst viewed by a fixed camera in-front of them. 
This is approximately equivalent to the person keeping their head fixed and the camera moý ing 
about their head. Some background to this technique has already been given in 2.3.3 and this 
section will seek to expand on this from a Model-Driven approach. A generic face model is the 
model that drives this method by providing an initialisation for the 31) data that is sought from 
the image sequence. The figure 2.6 in section 2.3.3 visually describc. " this approach where the 
rays shown in red and green project from the 3D positions of features on the model into cam- 
eras at positions about the head. The projection of the model point into the image will differ 
from the image feature of the individual shown in figure 2.7 and given by equation 2.1. 
Using the camera parameters estimated using the decomposition method in 3.2.2 an ini- 
tialisation for each of the images from the image sequence is obtained. The 31) model points 
and camera positions have a good initial guess and through small alterationN in their values a 
closer fit of the model to the actual person's face can be acquired. The parameters to be altered 
will be the angles of rotation ýý. 0. o about the three axes, the translation along the axes T and 
the position of the 3D points on the model X. The Euler angles are extracted from the Rotation 
matrix using equation 3.6. 
1? 1? 
ý,. 
(ýi)Ry(0)Rz«, » (3.6) 
The mathematics involved centres around minimising the distance error c given in equa- 
tion 2.1. This distance is the difference between a point in the image and a projected point from 
the model. For example the tip of someone's nose can be marked in an image. then the tip of 
the nose from a 3D model of a human head can be projected down to the image and fall at a 
slightly different point in the image, the difference between the two being C. Where X... and 
. 
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Figure 3.7: Tracking Image Features 
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X in figure 2.7 are the tip of the nose on the model and the its actual 31) position reý, pccti%ely 
A projection matrix is used to project the model's 3D point X.. in figure C. I down to 
the image plane of the camera : i. -. A projection matrix P, (Q. I? T) containing Q the internal 
camera parameters and HT the external camera parameters. The 3D feature point on the model 
is given by X defined in 3.7 
(3.7) 
projection of the 3D feature point on the model into an image is given by equation 3.9. 
(3.8) 
P, (Q. RT) X (3-9) 
The 2D error for a single feature is given in equation 3.10 with the total cost across all 
, 11 images and for all N feature points is given by 3.11. Bundle Adjustment is the process 
of minimising this cost function through the adjustment of the bundle of rays given by the 
projection of the 3D positions of the features into each camera's image and detined by each 
camera's parameters and the 3D feature positions. 
,ý =x- Xý (3.10) 
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The method used to carry out the minimisation of the cost function is Levenberg-Marquardt 
1821 whose use in this method can be seen in Appendix C and the theory in Appendix D. A 
mathematical explanation for this method can be found in Appendix C. 
A Motile Carlo Simulation of synthetic data sets is carried out to produce a distribution 
of the parameter differences. The generic face model is again used to produce the test data 
and accurate image correspondences are established for a sequence of seven images of the 
generic model from virtual cameras positioned around the model. Noise in the form of a normal 
distribution, with a variance of four pixels and zero mean, is introduced into the feature point 
correspondences in the images with the exception of the initial frontal image where the camera 
parameters are assumed to have been accurately recovered from the decomposition method 
3.2.2. The distribution histograms given in figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the difference between the 
actual parameters and the recovered parameter-, thereby giving some indication of the errors 
that can be expected in the results. The low standard deviation and a mean close to zero give 
an expectation ot"good recovery of the parameters. 
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Chapter 4 
Model Construction using a Layered 
Model 
Many methods of reconstruction from 3D data sets produce good surface reconstructions [441 
[85] [13] but require dense point measurements. They also provide little information about the 
structure of the reconstructed object. An overview of surface reconstruction methods can be 
found in [93]. Some form of parameterisation [79] can provide an initialisation of an objects 
shape [311, [641 and a knowledge of the general structure of an object allows the initial choice 
of parameter positions to be chosen carefully beforehand. This, not only allows fitting to the 
object to occur rapidly due to the model already being close to the shape of the object from 
which the data was captured, but also, owing to these structural similarities between the model 
and the object that the data represents, the data set need not be of a high density. As sparse and 
noisy 3D data sets are a common occurence in passive capture methods this would provide a 
way of recovering a smooth shape. The approach presented here is to fit a model to the data 
using a reduced parameter set [18]. 
4.1 Model Construction 
Underpinning the approach described here is a parameterisation which simplifies a more com- 
plex surface. A similar approach is that of Free Form Deformations (FFD) [16] [86]. These 
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Figure 4.1: chart showing connection between the Layered Model and Data 
have been used to fit models to unstructured 3D data [311. Recently Dirichlet Free Form Defor- 
mations have been used to fit a model to noisy data 1401. This form allows the control points to 
be placed at arbitrary positions rather than in a lattice form as is the case in the original FFDs. 
The control points are used to compute a 3D Delaunay triangulation and its Voronoi dual to 
associate the model being deformed. Through alteration of these control points the model is 
deformed and moved towards the 3D data through some cost function minimisation. 
4.1.1 Layered Approach 
The basis of the method is a Control Layer the vertices of which are u. sed a,, the parameters 
within the fitting process. These Control vertices form a triangulated mesh surface and control 
a similarly triangulated surface with a higher density of vertices. Once the relationship between 
the Control Layer and this High Resolution Layer is defined then the High Resolution Surface 
can be altered through the movement of the vertices of the Control Layer. Above the High 
Resolution Surface sits the data which is in the form of sparse, unstructured 3D data. Figure 
4.1 shows a simplified representation of the relationships between the layers of the model 
and the data. In this work an investigation is made into whether the proposed layered model 
provides a suitable mechanism for fitting the high-resolution model to the sparse data. 
At this stage it needs to be pointed out that the High Resolution mesh and the Control 
mesh are initially created as follows. A dense 3D surface is created which bears some relation 
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to the data set. This dense surface will be the High Resolution Layer, vertices on this dense 
rnesh are then chosen and form the Control Layer. In the following section it will be shown 
how the High Resolution mesh is controlled by the Control Layer. 
4.1.2 Normal-Volume 
The relationship between the Control Layer and the High Resolution Layer is defined through a Z- tý 
simple volurnetric method 11041. The steps in the creation of the volume will be defined below 
hut it is important to understand the overall objective which is to link the High Resolution 
Surf'ace to the simple Control Layer through some simple parameterisation. these parameters 
being the vertices ol'the Control Layer. This will result in any point X inside the volume being I-- 
uniquely defined by three parameters as shown in equation 4.1. 
X ((t. , 3, d) V((i, ý3) +d n(a, 0) 
where ((t,, 3, d) are bar. wentric and distance coordinates 
I, is a point on the Control La-ver Suýjace 
n is a nonnal vector 
4.1.2.1 From Vertex Normal to Volume 
The first step is to calculate the normals, of the vertices in the Control Layer. This is carried 
out by calculating the normals of the faces of the mesh surrounding this vertex, weighting their 
values based on the angle each face makes with the vertex under consideration, i. e. the angle 
the face makes at that vertex, and finding the average, as shown in figure 4.2 and equation 4.2. 
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(4.2) 
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The vertex normals are then used to create a volume for each mesh face as shown in 
figure 4.3 (a). The length of the vertex normals can be controlled to ensure only relevant data 
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is included in the volumes, this means outliers are removed because points outside the volume, 
defined by the vertex normals, are not considered, this is important in the fitting process. Also 
shown in diagram 4.3 is a point from the High Resolution Surface falling inside the volume. 
This point can now be defined by the Control Layer using the vertices ( V, V, V, ), their 
normals (nr, ri, nt) and the distance (I along their normals which is the Euclidean distance of 
the point X from the Control Surface along the normal n from a point V on the Control Layer. 
The normal n can be calculated from the cross product of two vectors on the plane such as in 
figure 4.4. 
4.1.2.2 Defining a High Resolution Layer Vertex with respect to the Control Layer 
A vertex on the High Resolution Layer can be defined by a point on the surface of the Control 
Figure 4.2: Vertex normal calculated from surrounding mesh-face normal.,, 
Layer and its normal through the use of barycentric coordinates, equation 4.4. 
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Mapping it High Resolution vertex onto the Control Layer is defined by the linear rela- 
tionship given in equation 4.6, where (I is the Euclidean distance of point X along the normal 
ti from the point V on the Control Layer. The next problem is to solve for the unknown coeffi- 
cients (o. . 1, (1) given that -ý -(I- (t - 
3) which is shown in section 4.1.2.3. 
First solve l'or d and then suhstitute to calculate points Xt) (, see figure 4.4) then 
it is just a matter of' finding the barycentric coordinates of triangle (X,. X, Xt) for point X. 
4.1.2.3 Solving for distance (I 
To calculate (I the plane equation (4.8), is required. The plane equation is solved by considering 
the points J, X_ X, atid X) which all lie on the sarne plane and where X is a known High 
Resolution point. X, -(V, I dn, ), X, -(V. S + (ins), Xt -( Vt + dnt). 
(X, -X) -0 (4.8) 
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Equation 4.9 can be simplified to a cubic equation in terms of (I which can then be solved 
either analytically or numerically. Each vertex on the High Resolution Layer will have its own 
value of (I and barycentric coordinates (a, 3, ý, ). These barycentric coordinates are the same 
for the projection of the High Resolution vertex onto the Control Layer, that is point V in 
figure 4.4. Once the coefficients are known for every point on the High Resolution Surface this 
surface can be altered through the manipulation of the Control Layer. 
n- X X X, t WhCI'C Xrs ý Xs - Xr 
[(V, + dns) - (V, + dn, )] x [(Vt -t dnt) - (V, + dn, )l 
(V, + dn, ) - (V, + dn, ) ]x[ (Vt + dnt, ) - (V, + dn, ) I ((V, i (In, ) - V) (4.9) 
So far a simplified definition of a High Resolution Surface by a Control Layer has been 
achieved. The next phase is to apply this within the process of fitting a High Resolution model 
to a 3D point data set. 
4.2 Surface Fitting 
This section will explain how the parameterisation can be employed in fitting the High Reso- 
lution Surface to a 3D point set of sparse, scattered data using energy minimisation to fit the 
High Resolution Surface to the 3D data set. As with the Control Layer to High Resolution Cý 
Layer the connection between the High Resolution Layer and the 3D data points employs a 
parameterisation, in this case based on the vertices of the High Resolution Surface. This is 
shown in figure 4.6 (b) where X is the data point, and (XO - 
XI 
- 
X2) is the High Resolution 
Layer with the normals (XNo, XN1, XN2) creating the volume. The distance along the nor- 
mal from the High Resolution Layer to the data point (shown in figure 4.6 (b) as X) is the 
distance to be minimised. This distance is from the 3D data point X to its projection onto the 
High Resolution Layer Xp,. The minimum of the energy equation 4.10 is searched for, where 
o, is the variance of the data and p represents the parameters which are the vertices of the Con- 
trol Layer. The aim is to find the set of parameters that give the highest probability for the data 
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set to have occurred i. e. the minimum energy. Different variances are applied to different data I-- 
points depending on how well these points were tracked across the image sequence. 
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Figure 4.5: Layered Model 
The problem is set as a least-squares fitting. Extreme outliers are eliminated as the volume 
defined b) the normals of the vertices for each face in the mesh can be scaled according to the 
data. The Ievenberg-Marquart method being a standard non-linear least squares technique is 
employed due to the I'act that the equation to be minimised depends non-linearly on the Control 
Layer parameters. The minimisation proceeds iteratively with trial values for the parameters. 
The Levenberg-Marquart method is used to move towards a solution by switching smoothly Cý 
between the steepest descent method, which is used far from the minimum, to the inverse- 
Hessian method when the minimurn is approached. 
4.2.1 Shape Constraint 
A,, there is a priori knowledge for the structure of the data set the initial model used can be 
biased towards that structure. To preserve the structure of the model and prevent points moving 
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Figure 4.6: Layered Model 
towards "unlikely" positions a spring energy is built into the Control Layer 1441. The role ofthe 
spring energy is to retain the general shape of the model while still allowing the fitting process 
to alter the initial model towards the data set. 
(a) Initial Control Point positions (b) Shifted Control Point with spring forces 
Figure 4.7: Spring Model 
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4.3 Assessment of the Fitting Process 
The ahilitý ofthe layered model to fit a 3D data set will be assessed by calculating the reduction L_ 
in the error between the High Resolution Layer of the model to the datast. The error between 
the initial Control Layer vertices and the fitted vertices is also calculated but as the error being 
rninirnised is that of' the data set points to the High Resolution Layer's Surface it is less reveal- 
ing ot'how well the model has been fitted to the data. Random noise is introduced into the data 
this takes the form of a normal distribution with a standard deviation of II millimetres and 
nican of' zero. The value of II millinietres is used as a survey of facial feature measurements 
1101 state this to be the largest standard deviation for certain features. A set of thirty six data 
sets with random noise were produced and the model was fitted to each. The initial fit of the 
model to the data is shown by the histograms in figure 4.8, the top histogram shows the differ- L_ 
ence between the 31) data set and the High Resolution Layer ofthe model, the lower one shows 
the dif"ference between the Control Layer's vertices which are the parameters being altered to 
ininimise the error between the data points and the surface of the model. The specific altering Z_ 
of"several control points by the same amount has produced a clear distribution of errors shown 
by the lower histogram in figure 4.8. The upper histogram in 4.8 shows the data. produced 
from thirty six altered control layers, with random noise of standard deviation II millimetres 
introduced to it. The histograms in figure 4.9 show the result of the fitting process after nine 
iterations. It is interesting for a couple of reasons, the first is that it shows a reduction in the 
data to model surface error which is the aim of this process however it also shows that control 
points have not moved towards the position that, in a noiseless system, would produce a global 
minimum error value. In the actual fitting method each data point will have a weighting asso- 
ciated with it, gained during the iterative re-weighting, technique in the bundle adjustment part 
ofthe process. This would add further information to the minimisation causing more spurious 
data points to have less influence. The weighting takes the form of a variance value. The value 
ofthe variance affects the probability of the goo(Iness qffit. If a large variance/(error bound) is 
expected for each point more models will be classed as goodfits because they will have large 
error tolerance to fall within. Conversely if the data point variance is lowered the number of 
goodfits reduces. therefore even a small difference between the data point position, and the 
proposed position. will be magnified by a small variance value. The variance value depends on 
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how accurate the data is thought to be and how close a fit is desired. 
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Chapter 5 
Results and assessment 
This chapter vk ill deal mainly, with the result-, gained from building facial model,, from im- 
age sequences. that is the Model-Driven Bundle Adjustment method applied to sparse data. 
The first section will demonstrate the model fitting procedure employed in the final stage of 
building a model from the image sequence. In section 4.3 an analysis was given of this fitting 
process while here simple models will he used to visually demonstrate the ability of the layered 
model to deform to fit a data set as this will be an important property in the recognition of the 
individual after reconstructing a facial model. 
5.1 Synthetic data 
A simple example of' the fitting process is shown in figure 5.2 which shows the data set as 
red points and the High Resolution Layer starting as a sphere and being deformed through the 
paraineterisation of the Control Layer shown in figure 5.1. Three more simple examples are 
given in Figures 5.3,5.4,5.5. These figures show the High Resolution model on the left with 
the desired fit in the middle and the actual fit on the right. 
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Figure 5.2: Fitting a Sphere to a Cube 
1. Synthetic data 
Figure 5.3: High Resolution Model - Desired Fit - Actual Fit 
Figure 5.4: High Resolution Model - Desired Fit - Actual Fit 
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Thk first example in figure 5.2 demonstrates the ability of a simple control model to 
deforin into another shape given only an unorganised 3D data set. The change from a sphere 
to a cube is a considerable shape change which shows the flexibility of the layered model. 
The following three figures 5.3,5.4,5.5 show an initial model deforming to fit a shape 
not too dissimilar from its starting shape. This seeks to demonstrate how if the general shape 
of the subject under consideration is known a model of similar shape can be used as an initial 
model allowing the model to deform to the data set in fewer iterations. 
T 
Figure 5.5: High Resolution Model - Desired Fit - Actual Fit 
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Figure 5.6: From Generic Model to Fitted Model 
5.2 Real data 
This section moves onto the results gained for the main subject ofthis thesis, that of modelling 
the human face. The results are arranged as a comparison between those produced using the 
method described in this thesis and those from a stereo photogrammetry technique developed 
by the Turing Institute [89]. This stereo photogrammetry approach uses a calibrated stereo 
pair and a projected texture producing models with an accuracy of 0.5mm. These models pro- 
vide a convenient reference to test against due to every image sequence in the image database 
used [571 having a corresponding VRML model produced using the stereo method. The only 
drawback being that people wearing glasses were asked to remove them for the stereo capture 
method, therefore models of people with glasses cannot be compared to their corresponding 
3D, VRML model. 
A total of thirty five models were produced from image sequences, six results are shown 
here while all thirty five are used to produce an analysis of the accuracy of the reconstructionN. 
The layered model used in the fitting process was constructed from a Control Layer of 42 
vertices and a High Resolution Layer of 963 vertices The results take the form of each model 
showing their result in three separate forms. The first showing the qualitative assessment, this is 
carried out by partly overlaying the reconstructed model over part of an image from the image 
sequence. This is done for the head rotated in two directions and for the frontal view. The 
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frontal view overlayed with the model generally produces a good match. When viewing the 
head from different angles inaccuracies in the model are exposed, however, they are highlighted 
hy this overlaying, just viewing the model separately from the image sequence the qualitative 
assessment is good. Two colour plots are shown the first showing how the generic facial mask 41 
fit-, the reference model and the second demonstrating the improved fit of the final model. 
Finally two histograms, e. g. figure 5.9, again show the improved fit and the mean and standard 
deviation ofthe error. 
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Figure 5.7: Qualitative assessment of model I 
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Figure 5.10: Qualitative assessment of model 4 
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Figure 5.15: Histograms to Demonstrate the Improved Fit ofthe Model 
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Figure 5.16: Qualitative assessment of model 10 
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Figure 5.18: H istograms to Demonstrate the Improved Fit of the Model 
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Figure 5.19: Qualitative assessment of model 12 
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Figure 5.20: Colour Error Plot 
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Figure 5.24: Histograms to Demonstrate the Improved Fit of the Model 
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Figure 5.27: Control Triangulation 
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5.3 Assessment of Work and Applications 
Assessment of the models produced can be split into two areas, one dealing with a qualitative 
assessment and the other a quantitative analysis. The results shown in the previous section 5.2 
display first a qualitative view of the model produced followed by an analysis of the errors 
between the model produced from dense stereo and the model produced using the method ex- 
pounded in this thesis. The initial model, before the method has been applied to it, is compared 
with the dense stereo model to provide an indication of how the shape of the model as been 
altered towards that of the individual. The results all show an alteration of the model's shape 
towards that of the individual. This is displayed best by the red to blue error plots showing the 
initial model containing large areas of blue indicating errors in excess of four millimetres. The 
models after the fitting process show a general reduction in the errors towards a red colour indi- 
cating a sub four millimetre error. The histograms quantify the errors. The mean error is shown 
to be always lower in the models obtained after the method has been applied and in four out 
of the six models shown the mean error is halved. The standard deviation is also always lower 
in the produced models indicating that the entire shape of the initial model has been shifted 
towards that of the individual. The results from thirty five models are amalgamated firstly into 
the two histograms shown in figure 5.25 which further shows the improved fit of the model 
from its initial generic form to that of the individuals contained in the image sequences. The 
two plots in figure 5.28 show the reduction in mean error and lower standard deviation from 
the initial model to the fitted model. Model number 24 in this plot shows the interesting result 
of having a low mean error before and after the fitting process along with similar standard de- 
viation values. This is due to that particular individual bearing a close geometric resembalence 
to the generic model. The final plot, figure 5.26, is provided as an explanation for the larger 
errors that can be seen in the error histograms. It shows twelve Control Volumes for the models 
eighteen to twenty nine. It can be seen that there are several occurances of errors of greater Z, 
than ten millimetres. The highlighted grey areas in figure 5.26 indicated areas of the control 
layer containing these larger errors. These portions of the control layer also lie at its periphery 
as shown in figure 5.27 where the red regions correspond to the highlighed grey areas in fig- 
ure 5.26 the other highlighted regions lie on the reverse side of the face control triangulation. 
The green regions are areas containing high errors given by the smaller peaks in figure 5.26. I- 
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These large error,, can be explained by the way the sparse data is captured. When the image 
.. sequence 
is tracked features at the edge of the face will be the most difficult to track in the way 
it is being carried out here. This is because as the person turns their head from a frontal view 
to a profile view features chosen in the frontal view will be subject to the most change at the 
edge of the face due to occlusion, lighting variation due to curvature of the face and lack of 
feature,,. making matching between successive images in the sequence difficult in this region. 
This is compounded by the way the control layer has been constructed, the front of the face 
has a well constructed control layer but the rear of the face has few control triangulations as 
no information about the head shape is sought in this area. Therefore any points which fall at 
the edge ofthe face may fall in a volume that does not match the face shape and so produce an 
even higher error. 
Large errors can also be seen occurring in regions where small error would be expected. 
This can again be accounted for by the way the data has been captured in the tracking of 
feature,,. An example is given through the comparison of figures 5.29 and 5.30, they show L- 
ho" the tracked points are affected by the subject closing and reopening their eyes. When the 
in figure 5.29 closes his eyes this occurs across several images in the sequence and so 
are lost bý the tracker resulting in much sparser data. However by keeping the eyes open a-, in 
figure 5.30 fewer points are lost. As the eyes contain strong changes in image intensity they 
contain good features to track and so many data points are lost through the simple but natural 
action of' blinking. 
The end result ofthe method proposed here is a facial model altered towards an individ- 
ual's face shape. Texturing adds to the recognisability of the individual. The simplicity and un- 
derlying polygonal structure make the model of potential use in fields where models requiring 
few parameters for manipulation are required, for example animation of the model where only 
low bandwidth is available. The model can easily be manipulated using the simple, underlying 
control model as shown in figure 5.3 1, therefore only those parameters pertaining to the few 
control vertices need be given which would suit applications such as mobile communications. 
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(a) Initial image,, (h) hna, -, c,, \xith overlaycd nackcd pomt,, 
Figure 5.29: Tracking Image Features 
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(a) Initial ima-cý, (h) linage,, with overlaNed tracked point.,, 
Figure 5.30: Tracking Image Features L- 
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Figure 5.3 1: Altering the Control Model for Animation 
Chapter 6 
Discussion, Conclusions and Further 
Work 
Creation of' computer generated, human facial models has received a lot of interest over the 
past decade. A system has been produced for the creation of simple realistic models from a 
camera image sequence. The aim of' this work has been to investigate the possibility of 
reconstructing realistic tacial models with only sparse 3D data created using passive sensing of 
image sequences. The method uses little user intervention for creating realistic facial models 
which has advantages in cost and simplicity. 
The research presented in this thesis focuses, primarily, on the problem of reconstructing 
a model ofan individual's face given a sparse set of estimated 3D data points. The initial part of 
the work deals with acquiring the 3D data from the chosen 2D image features. A combination 
of feature tracking and model driven bundle adjustment is explained in chapter 3. 
The methods used in chapter 3 are being applied to image data and three-dimensional data 
not previously associated with them. The method developed by Kanade, Lucas and Tomasi [661 
[981 for tracking feature points across an image sequence would normally be applied to image 
data containing strong features. The type of image sequences under analysis here contain few 
strong features due to skin being of a uniform texture. The result is a sparse set of features 
being tracked across the whole of the sequence. Although other methods have been used to 
produce densely tracked features they are not readily available and still suffer from the uniform 
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texture of the face. The use of this tracker is justifiable as it does not make false matches, is 
readily available, extensively used and well documented. The aim of this thesis is to reconstruct 
the structure of the face of an individual and not the development of a facial tracker which 
constitutes a large area of research by itself. To convert this sparse image data into 3D data the 
model driven bundle adjustment method is employed. This has previously been used on image 
data of the face but the image data used was assumed to be dense [39]. The use of sparse and 
noisy data tests how well the model driven bundle adjustment approach can alter its parameters 
to produce 3D data deformed away from the model and toward the individual contained within 
the image sequence. It is important to note that the range of standard deviations calculated 
from surveys of facial measurements is 3 to II millimetres [10] this means that the generic 
face model is a good initialisation for the individual's face shape. It can be concluded that 
although the information provided is sparse and noisy a deformation of the model in tile order 
of millimetres is all that is required to change between face shapes. The data produced by 
the model driven bundle adjustment is noisy but variance values are attached to the 3D points 
rela. ting to the confidence with which they were tracked, creating a cloud of 3D data adjusted 
from the generic model. 
Chapter 4 is concerned with the method for making sense of the noisy 3D data created 
in the model driven bundle adjustment part of the process. The method involves a generic 
face model constructed in such a way as to have a dense polygonal surface controlled by an 
underlying polygonal model with fewer vertices. The generic model is a dense polygonal 
surface, from this key features are selected to produce another polygonal surface underlying the 
dense polygonal surface. The normals of the vertices on this underlying surface form volumes 
where each volume contains a portion of the dense surface's vertices. This provides a simple 
parametric way of controlling a well defined surface. Having established this layered model 
it is applied to the sparse and noisy 3D data set. By having a defined surface which is being 
deformed by a subset of that surface the structure can be retained in the presence of sparse or 
noisy data and as the general shape is known a priori this is a valid approach. As the method 
carries out a least squares fitting of the dense polygonal surface to the data there is the danger of 
outliers influencing the fitting. The introduction of spring stiffness constraints into the model 
prevents the model from varying by large amounts. The volumetric control model also prevents 
noisy points lying outside of the volume from having any influence on the deformation of the 
6.1. TheNextStep 
model. 
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The complete method has been evaluated over thirty five image sequences both qualita- 
tively and quantitatively. The images of the reconstructed, textured models are recognisable 
as the individual's face when compared with the image sequence. A comparison with a model 
of the same individual created from a stereo reconstruction method shows the initial generic 
model deforming towards the more accurate stereo reconstructed model. This demonstrates the 
method and provides a good comparison. 
6.1 The Next Step 
There are several areas in the process that could be improved upon. The first is the user inter- 
vention required for registering the generic face model with the initial image in the sequence. 
Although this is not a difficult or time consuming task an automatic method would remove the 
need for any user intervention. Another area for improvement involves the generic face model. 
As only the facial shape is being altered only the facial region of the model is displayed. A 
more realistic representation of a person would involve the entire head shape to be shown, this 
would only need to be a general back of the head and hair shape as capturing and modelling 
this part of the head could be more problematic. The layered model consisting of the dense 
surface model controlled by the simpler control layer, although providing an effective way of 
deforming the model to the data, reaches a bestfit in a least squares sense and more deforma- 
tion no longer aids the fitting. The model could be deformed further through a subdivision of 
the control layer in areas where large errors between the data and dense model surface occur. 
Other assistance to the fitting could be provided by incorporating other information sources 
such as silhouette information and constraining the fitting based on statistical data rather than 
the spring stiffness analogy currently employed. More investigation needs to be applied to the 
recovery of the camera positions during the bundle adjustment stage. Cursory investigation 
into the recovery of the camera positions showed an inability to produce meaningful 3D data 
from stereo. If the positions could be recovered with some degree of certainty then stereo could 
also be brought into play and provide an extra source of information. 
Overall a system for reconstructing human facial models from image sequences has been 
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proposed and through a comparison with a stereo, texture projection reconstruction method 
been shown to produce recognisable models. There is much room for further improving the 
system but what has been demonstrated is an effective system for model reconstruction from 
sparse and noisy data. 
Appendix A 
Mracking 
A. 1 Lucas, Tomasi and Kanade Mracker 
A. 1.1 'firanslational Model 
This is a method for tracking a window of pixels between frames in a sequence of images. The 
window matching for each successive frame is checked against a set threshold value. Falling 
below this threshold value leads to this feature being discarded in subsequent frames. 
The motion between frames is modelled as a simple translation due to the tracked objects 
being rigid. More complex transformations are therefore not required removing the danger 
of over-parametcrising. Small windows are used to reduce the risk of having wildly varying 
velocities within a single window. The displacement vector d contains the only two parameters 
to be estimated i. e. [di, d2l. This vector, which is the translation of the feature window's centre, 
is calculated by finding the minimum error between the intensities in a window in two different 
frames. Where both J(x) and I(x - d) are intensity functions. The current frame's intensity 
values are given by J(x) and the previous frame's intensity values are given by I(x - d). 
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J(x) = I(x - d) 
c= 
fiv [I(x - d) _ j(X)]2 wA 
where J(x) = I(x, y, t+ 7-) 
I(x - d) = I(x - dx, y- dy, t) 
(A. 1) 
(A. 2) 
(A. 3) 
(A. 4) 
Where w is a weighting function allowing different weights to be given to different pixels 
in the window e. g. A Gaussian function to emphasise the central area of the window. Equation 
A. 2 is integrating over the window. 
Approximating the intensity function by its Taylor series (for small displacements) : 
I(x + dx, y+ dy, t+ dt) = I(x, y, t) + 
491 dx + 491 dy + C9I dt + (A. 5) 
(9x C9Y c9t 
I(x, y, t) varies continuously with position and time. (A. 6) 
As it is assumed that only translation is involved : 
I(x + dx, y+ dy, t+ dt) = I(x, y, t) (A. 7) 
It therefore follows: 
ai 
dx + 
al 
dy + 
al 
dt =0 7 (A. 8) y TX ý Tt 
al 
- = u+ v (A. 9) Tt 5x 5y 
dx 
where u =T 
dy 
and v =T (A. 10) t t 
C91 
= g. d 5t (A. 11) 
al I(x - d) I(x) + Tt (A. 12) 
I(x - d) I(x) - g. d (A. 13) 
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I(x - d) = I(x) - g. d (A. 14) 
f [I(x) - g. d - j(X)]2 wA (A. 15) 
vv 
f [It - g. dj2 wA (A. 16) IV 
Where g is the image gradient and h= I(x) - J(x) and d is the displacement. 
Differentiating with respect to d and setting the result to zero. 
liv [It - g. dj gwA=0 (A. 17) 
(g. d)g = (gg)Td (A. 18) 
d is assumed constant within window W 
(fiv 
99T w dx) d= 
f1v 
lig w dx (A. 19) 
(A. 20) 
This gives two scalar equations with two unknowns. 
Gd =o (A. 21) 
11 
G=f ggT W dX 
I-ly 
(A. 22) 
IV 1 J2 TV x ly y 
c=f hg w dx = 1: 1 t [, x, 'T y IT (A. 23) IV IV 
al ai al where 1ý = T; ly It = Tt (A. 24) x x TY 
Matrix G is found from one image by estimating gradients and computing the second 
order moments. Vector e found using the difference between two image frames and the gradient 
computed for G. Displacement d can then be calculated from A. 21. 
A feature is tracked while one of the eigen values is above a user supplied threshold 
value. That is while min(Aj, A2) > A, where Al and A2 are the eigenvalues of G and A is the 
user-defined threshold. 
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Between successive frames in the sequence pure translation is preferable due to higher 
reliability and accuracy for small motions. 
A. 1.2 Affine Model 
Affine motion is used for comparing the features between the first and current image. Thereby 
gauging the quality of the tracked feature for as long as it occurs across the sequence. 
J(x) = Ax +d (A. 25) 
A=[10+[ axX axy (A. 26) 
01 ayx ayy 
Thatis: A = I+D (A. 27) 
If this were just a translational model the D matrix would be zero leading to : 
(5(x) =x+d 
As in the translational case the motion parameters D and d are estimated through the minimi- 
sation of the Intensity difference, within a window, between frames. 
E fl(Ax + d, t +, r) - I(x, t)]2 (A. 28) 
w 
Again the Taylor series is calculated this time for: I(Ax + d, t; + r) 
Then by setting the derivatives with respect to D and d to zero the linear system A. 29 can be 
solved. 
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Tz = a (A. 29) 
*= [dil d12 d2l d22 di d 2]T (A. 30) 
* contains the unknown parameters (A. 31) 
a= 
EIIX, 
Y, Y, II IT t [x xvxyxy (A. 32) 
TV 
x 
T= E (A. 33) 
TV yT G 
2J2 
x X21xly Xylx XYI 
I x. xy 
x 2jxly X212 XYI I XyI2 vxyy X (A. 34) 
XyJX2 xyl I y212 y2l-xly xyx 
_TY2 
2 Ix 1!, 212 XYIXIY xyyyy 
yT 
XJ2 X1 I yjr2 Yj I xxyxxy (A. 35) 
X_Txjy X JY2 y. rx ly y12 
This will compare the window for the current frame with the first frame as a way of 
monitoring how well the feature is being tracked across the whole sequence. 
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Appendix B 
QR Decomposition 
The objective of QR decomposition is to extract a camera's Internal and External parameters 
from the projection matrix. 
The projection matrix is given by : 
Xi 
Pll P12 P13 P14 Xt 
yt 
P21 P22 P23 P24 yi 
zi 
P31 P32 P33 P34 1 
_ _ 1 - 
eliminating A 
PllXi + P12yi + PAZi + P14 XiA (B. 1) 
P21Xi + P22yi + P23Zi + P24 ViA (B. 2) 
P3lXi + P32yi + P33Zi + P34 A (B. 3) 
PHXý + P12yi + P13Zi + P14 li(p3lXi + P32yi + P33Zi + P34) (B. 4) 
P2lXi+P22yi+P23Zi+P24 Yi(p3lXi+P32yi+P33Zi+P34) (B. 5) 
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Rewriting in matrix form with the Ps as the unknown vector. 
xi Yi zi 10000 -xixi -xiyi -xizi -Xd 
10000 
xi Yi Zi i -yixi -yiyi -yizi -Vi 
1 
Alp = 
Pi I 
P12 
P13 
P14 
P21 
P22 
AN 3 
P24 
Pi I 
P32 
P33 
Pi 4 
=0 (B. 6) 
An estimate of P can be obtained by minimising the linear least square criterion : 
mini lAlpl 12 subject to I IPI 12 =1 
M is altered so that the data contained within it is normalised. I'liat is the 2D points are 
translated so their centroid is at the origin and scaled so that their RMS distance from the origin 
is /2-. For the 3D points, where the variation in depth of the points from the camera is relatively 
slight, the same sort of normalisation can be used. The only difference is the RMS distance is 
V3- which means the average point has coordinates of magnitude (1,1 , 1,1)T . This method is 
used for a compact distribution of points as when a calibration object is used. 
Once the data matrix has been normalised M (which will be of size [(2xN)xl2], where 
N is the number of data points) the covariance matrix can be calculated from 'AIT. Al. I'llis 
produces a 12x12 matrix from which the eigen vectors can be found. The minimum cigen 
vector provides the minimum variance. The corresponding vector of eigcn values gives the 
values for the projective matrix P. 
This projective matrix is a combination of the Internal and External camera parameters. 
In order to extract these parameters from the matrix P, QR decomposition is used. First of all 
B. I. Denormalisation - Shifting back- to Original Coordinates 
however the data needs to be transformed back to its original position. 
B. 1 Denormalisation - Shifting back to Original Coordinates 
The Projective matrix for the original coordinates can be found from : 
p= U-Ipv 
' 
Pl I A2 PI 3 Pl 4 
0 
P21 P22 P23 P24 
0 
P31 P32 P33 P34 
0 
0 IF3 xt xR 
-Y jf3 
yi 
-R 
_ZýE3 
Zi 
RL0 
1 
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(B. 7) 
2 o _X jý xi 
NF2 - 3f2i i 
rYy 
01 
00 -x H 
xz 
-r"0 -X Pll P12 P13 P14 72 
R 
3£31 yt 
xt 
r-Y P21 P22 P23 P24 72' 
0R R 
/ i Z ý, 3 Z 
001 P31 P32 P33 P34 RR 
.j 1 
-0001 
1 
L -i 
r0 
72 
0r 72 y 
/2 0 _XNF2 rr 
0 Z2 _ NF2 rYr 
100 
010 
001 001 001, 
Where r is the average distance from the origin for the image points and R is the average 
distance from the origin for the 3D points. 
B. 2 QR Decomposition 
Now that the projective matrix has been found QR decomposition is required to find the internal 
and external parameter matrices forming this projective matrix. 
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First matrix P is split up : 
Pll P12 P13 
P21 P22 P23 = AR 
_P31 
P32 P33_ 
Where AR are the internal and external rotation parameters respectively. 
P14 
P24 =AT 
_P34_ 
Where AT are the internal and external translation parameters respectively. 
To perform QR decomposition the Householder transformation ii = 11v is used, where H 
is the Householder matrix. This transformation sets to zero all elements below the first element 
of a column vector v. 
V1 c 
V2 0 
m 
where c V? 
-VM- - 
0- 
The Householder matrix H is a symmetric and orthogonal matrix of the form : 
H= I- 2xx T (B. 8) 
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V1 -C 
V2 
xf where f (B. 9) 
V 2c(c - vl) 
VM 
The process can be explained with the example of decomposing the ntxn matrix A= QR 
First construct an inxin matrix HM to zero the in-I elements of the first column of the 
matrix A. This requires the calculation of x to get : 
H= I-2xx T (B. 10) 
Next an ni- Ix in- I matrix G(2) to zero the m-2 elements of the second column. From this 
G(2) we can produce H(2) : 
10 
0 
(2) 
. 
G(2) 
0 
After it (n- I for nt=iz) orthogonal transformations the following is obtained : 
q= H(").. H(2) H(l) A (B. 11) 
r= H(l) H(2) .. H(") = (H(II).. H(l))-l (B. 12) 
The final part of the process alters the 7- and q matrices. 
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r 
4T 
R[O,: ] (q[l,: ] x q[2,: ]) 
R[O,: ] 
R[O,: ] 
., IR[O, 
012 + R[O, JJ2 + R[O, T12 
R[I,: ] = (R[O,: ] x q[2,: ]) 
R[1,: ] 
%1R[l, OJ2 + R[l, JJ2 + R[l, 
5J2 
(R[O,: ] x R[I,: ]) 
q RT 
Rr 
QR = qr 
Where R is upper triangular and provides the Internal parameters. Matrix Q is orthogonal 
and gives the external parameters. 
The Translational part is given by : 
QI T 
Where Tp is the fourth column in the original Projective matrix. 
To prevent any ambiguities in the QR decomposition the diagonal elements of the Internal 
parameter matrix Q are required to be of a positive sign. If any elements of the diagonal 
should be forced to be positive the column of Q containing that element will have its elements' 
signs inverted and the corresponding row of the External matrix R will require the signs of its 
elements inverted (this includes the translational part T). 
B. 2. QR Decomposition III 
The resulting Matrices Q, R and vector T contain information on the camera's position 
and its internal parameters. These, when combined, will produce the projection matrix P which 
should be the same as the Projective matrix P used at the beginning of the Decomposition. 
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Appendix C 
Model-Driven Bundle Adjustment 
The mathematics involved centres around minimising the distance C. This distance is the dif- 
ference between a point in the image and a projected point from the model. For example the 
tip of someone's nose can be marked in an image, then the tip of the nose from a 3D model of 
a human head can be projected down to the image and fall at a slightly different point in the 
image, the difference between the two being -. 
P, - (x, y, z) = [Q] [R, T] 
Xý, (x, y, z) 
A projection matrix is used to project the model's 3D point 9,,, in figure C. 1 down to the 
image plane of the camera Pr(x, y, z). A projection matrix is constructed from two matrices 
and a vector; the first matrix [Q] defines the internal camera parameters, the second matrix 
[R, T] holds the external camera parameters (which changes the coordinate system from world 
to local camera coordinates) and the vector (x, y, z) contains the coordinates of the 3D 
point. 
x 
P(X, Y, Z) 
y (C. 2) 
z 
I 
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correspimiding rx, inlN tn the image planes 
X., 
image I 
oplic axis lnfcrscý, (X) rx'smon ,I image plane hcrcý-, _. 
ccj: lrc ,I proiccii(mi- P, 
,l camera I 1r. (Q. RT, X) 
nd Tr-, bfi- 
uw, 12c 
I 'Cra 2 
minum/c this distance 
beluccil achial P'sulm 
in the image wid the model 
fx,, ni prolcown to the image 
Plane 
)I camera to ncý rx-tion [wojecliori of model (X) to image plane 
thew, are miknoý it and mcd reprc,. aved 
hý Pr, I Q. RT, X 
to hc calculatcd 
Figure C. 1: A corresponding point in two camera image planes 
projection into the image : 
P, (X. Y. Z) (C. 3) 
We now have all the elements to construct equation C. I: 
7*12 7'13 -tx x 
7*21 7'22 7*23 -ty y 
(C. 4) 
1*31 7*32 r33 -tz -- 
L () 
IJL11 
Expanding this out we can obtain the position of the model point in the image plane 
(Pr " (X. Y, Z), Pr, (X, Y, * 
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u, 
--f, () 
11,0 f, 
l'21X + l'22Y + l'232 - ty 
(C. 5) 
l': 31X + 
f. (7'11X + 7'12', Y + 7'132 - tx) + Ou(7'31X + 1'32Y + 7'3: 32 - 
fv(7'21X + 7'22, Y + ? '23Z - ty) + Ov(? '31X + 7'32Y + 1'33 -- tz) 
(C. 6) 
(7'31X + 7*32Y + 7'33ýý - tz) 
pr, 
' 
(x, Y, --) = 
'l 
, f. (1'11X -ý l'12. Y + l'132 - tx) +0, ' 
(C. 7) 
IV (7': 31X + l': 32Y + l': 33Z - tz) 
v fv(l'21X + l'22Y + l»23Z - ty) Pr, (X, Y, Z) =-- -ý o', (C. 8) all (1,31x + 1,: 32y + 1,33- - tz) 
(U _ pl. u 
(X, Y1 Z)) 2+(, 17 _ pl. " 
(. r, Y. 2) (C. 9) 
This calculates the error for a single point in a single image, what we require are many I-- r-- 
corresponding points in several images. This changes the equation to Z-- L- 
pl. j ZI 
(X, Y,, )2 + (Vj p7j ýý 
(X,, Y,, (C. 10) 
Where j denotes the image and i denotes a point in the image. There are Al images and 
N corresponding points. 
Equation CAO gives us the square of the error E which is the difference between the 
actual point in the image uj and the projected model point in the image PI-i(xi, yi, z, ). The IU 
error is the surn of the error in the u direction and v direction. 
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C. O. 1 Partial Derivatives 
The theory for this section is taken from Numerical Recipes in C [821. 
We are trying to minimise equation C. 10. The gradient of E with respect to the previously 
mentioned parameters, represented by a (which will be zero at the minimum E), has the form : 
o9E 
MNj 
2EE( (uli* - Prlu (xi, yi, zi)) 
. 9pju (xi, yi, zi) + (ti' - Prt (xi, yi, ZO) 
c9plv(xi)yi)-, i) )(C. 11) ý7a-k. 
j=l =, 
c9ak c9ak 
I u fu((cosocoso)x + (sinwsin0cosO - coswsinO)y + (cosw3inOcosO + sinwairiO)z - t, ) Pru (x, V, z) =-=-+0. (C. 12) 
w ((-sinO))x + (sinwcosO)y + (co3wco3O). - - 1. ) 
vt fý«cososin, ý)x + (sinwsinosiniý + c03wc, 030)y + 
(CO3W3inosine 
- sirkic03e)z - tu) 
Prý(X, Y, Z) =---+0, (C. 13) 
w «-sin0»x + (siru, )cm0)y + (coswco30). - - i. ) 
TOPPrý(x, y, z) = f,, ((cosOcosq5)x + 
(sinwsin0coso - coswsinq5)y + (coswsiti0cosO + sinwsitto)z - t. ) 
BOTTO. Alp,. (, ýý, y,, ) = 
((-sinO))x + (sinwcosO)y + (coswcosO)z - tr) 
BOTTOAlp,, (,,,, y,,, ) 
[(-sin0cosO)x + (sinwcosOcoso)y + (coswcosOcoso)--] f, 
BOTTOAlp2,.. (X, Y, Z) 
TOPp,. (x, y,,, ) 
[(-cosO)x + (sinw(-. 5inO))y + (cosuj(-sinO)). -)] 
BOTTO'1p2,. (x, y, z) 
, C. 14) 
k=1... R Where R is the number of parameters 
An additional partial derivative gives the Hessian matrix : 
a2 E2 MN a2pli 
2E E( (- aplj. (xi, yi, zi) -opl,. (Xi, yi, zi) + (Uji - P'jU(xi, Yi, --i)) U(xi, Vi, Zi) ý-aA, 49-aj j=l c9al. aal -OaA. (9at 
02p, 
+ (- 
9p". (xi, yi, zi), Oprý (xi, yi, zi) + (ti' - P4 (xi, yi, --i)) - 
tj, (Xi, yi, -, i) ))(C-15) 
aak aal DaL. 
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The second order derivates of equation C. 15 can be ignored when it is zero or small 
enough to be negligible when compared to the term involving the first derivative and has the 
possibility of being ignorably small in practice. The second derivative term can be destabilising 
if the model fits badly or is contaminated by outlier points, therefore the second order terms 
are removed and equation C. 15 becomes : 
a2E, 2 Af N 9p". (xi, yi, zi) ap". (xi, yi, zi) "7ý (x', Y" z) aprý (x" Y" z))) (C. 16) aakc9aj -2 1: E( (- . 9ak. aal + aak 49al j=l i=l 
The factors of 2 are removed by defining : 
_IaE akl 
I a2E 
2 c9ak 2 ýak. aaj 
(C. 17) 
The equation these two equations C. IIC. 15 will fit into is : 
m 
aki Jai =, 6k. (C. 18) 
Which is in a linear fon-n. 
Where 6al is the increment to be added to the current approximation of the parameter to 
give the next approximation for the next iteration. 
The Levenberg-Marquardt method is used to move quickly to a solution by switching 
smoothly between the steepest descent method which is used far from the minimum to the 
inverse-Hessian method when the minimum is approached. This method has become com- 
monly used in nonlinear least-squares routines. 
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Appendix D 
Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm 
The Levenberg-Marquardt method is used to move quickly to a solution by switching smoothly 
between the steepest descent method which is used far from the minimum to the inverse- 
Hessian method when the minimum is approached. This method has become commonly used 
in nonlinear least-squares routines and is covered in the book Numerical Recipes in C [82]. 
In practice what happens is the diagonal element of the aki matrix changes from being a 
square of that partial derivative i. e. ((-9Prl, 2 aPr 2 =ý-O) + to being the square of the derivative 
((aPrl, )2 + (aPrl )2) (1 + plus a factor Dv- =btFIL 
Equation C. 18 is rewritten : 
Al 
a'k, gal 
Where aA. 1 is ak. 1 with the diagonal factor added on. 
The process starts with an initial guess for the parameters, in the bundle adjustment case 
the initial values for all the camera positions are taken to be that of the first camera's position. 
o Calculate e(a) (where a represents the parameters) given these initial values for the pa- 
rameters 
e Choose a modest value forA e. g. A=0.001 
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* (t) Solve equation (5.25) obtaining Ja (which is the matrix holding all the values to 
update the initial guesses by) calculate -(a + Ja) 
4, if --(a + Ja) ý: --(a), i. e. the new error value is greater than the old one, then A should 
be increased by a factor of 10 and then go back to step (f ) 
If -(a + 6a) < E(a) decrease A by a factor of 10, update the initial values i. e. new a 
a+ 6a 
The process is stopped when c decreases by a negligible amount. But do not stop after a 
step where e increases this only shows A has not yet adjusted itself optimally. 
Jai is the vector of values to increment the previous guess by, equation D. 1 therefore 
needs to be reordered to : 
(D. 2) [Jail= [a,., ]-' [, 6A, ] 
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) was used to invert the [a/., ] matrix. 
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